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Foreword by Dale Croes and Ed Carriere 

DALE  

I have worked for 50 years to try and make basketry and archaeological wet sites part of 
the main stream learning tradition in Northwest undergraduate and graduate programs. Though 
this has not happened yet, it is thrilling to be able to see the results of the last 50 years of discussing 
basketry in our anthropological literature in NARN and JONA! These 114 pages demonstrate an 
impressive undercurrent of this kind of research. Though it may not compare to a similar search 
of "Lithics" in the same literature, it does reflect some of many researchers' acknowledgements of 
how basketry is an important artifact and part of Northwest material culture today. What a research 
tool Dr. Darby Stapp and staff have created—all 50 years of articles and memoirs on mostly 
Northwest Anthropology in a searchable format—no doubt this will become basic to any thesis, 
Ph.D. and professional research in all future regional research. 

Ed Carriere and I hope that our life-long work in basketry, both cultural and scientific—
which is about to appear in JONA Memoir 15—will at least show how important basketry is to the 
cultural transmission of identity and millennia of grandparent-child cultural learning in our 
region—what we have characterized as Generationally-Linked Archaeology through our joint 
work together on the Northwest basketry collections. Maybe this will become the Northwest 
educational textbook that will make the difference for future students in anthropological and 
Native studies, carrying forward the 50 years of articles representing basketry produced through 
NARN and JONA so far. 

ED 

I never dreamed being a basketmaker, through my Great Grandmother, Kia'h, Julia Jacobs, 
would allow me to connect the dots between our current generations and over 200 generations of 
weavers we visited and got to know through archaeological wet site collections. Nor did I dream 
this would mean so much to indigenous peoples throughout the Pacific and the archaeological 
communities around the world we were able to visit. 

Through Darby Stapp's magic, both as an archaeologist and publisher, we could review not 
only 50 years of Dale and my work in the memoir, but also 50 years of Anthropological research 
on basketry in the Northwest. Some of this recorded research illustrates my Kia'h's interviews and 
basketmaking tools, such as her mat-making needle that sits on my living room shelf today. Of 
course it reflects Dale's 50 years of abstracts for NW Anthropology meetings and some of his key 
research papers, and even how he involved me in trying stone blades to whittle my split cedar 
limbs as found at some of his archaeological sites.  

As Dale says, his 50 years to try to bring basketry into the mainstream of research by 
anthropologists has not really happened. Personally I hope it does, but more importantly to me and 
fellow Native cultural teachers in the Northwest, we want this and future archaeological wet site 
work available for all future generations of Native Peoples as a critical part of remembrance of 
ancestral teachings and to continue and embrace cultural identity in their ongoing cultural work.  
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 The purpose of this contribution is to make archaeological and historical information 
concerning Northwest basketry from the pages of the Journal of Northwest Anthropology (JONA; 
2002–2015) and its predecessor, Northwest Anthropological Research Notes (NARN; 1967–
2001), available to the public. Two events converged that led to the production of this volume at 
this time: 

• First, largely thanks to the Cowlitz Tribe, we were able to scan all 50 volumes of the journal 
and make the collection available to others. In addition to making it easier to obtain 
previously hard-to-find articles, having the collection digitized makes it possible to search 
the collection for key words such as names, places, things, and concepts. So, for example, 
one could search for a term such as "burden basket," and in seconds obtain a list of every 
page that term is found within the 5500-page collection. Stimulated by the digital 
collection, we produced a content analysis and summary of the first fifty years, which 
appeared as Journal of Northwest Anthropology, Memoir 13 (Walker, Stapp, and Cervantes 
2017). 

• Second, we were approached by Dr. Dale Croes, a long-time friend and contributor to the 
Journal of Northwest Anthropology, and Master Basketmaker Ed Carriere, and asked to 
consider publishing their manuscript, Re-Awakening Ancient Salish Sea Basketry Fifty 
Years of Basketry Studies in Culture and Science, in our Memoir Series. After reading their 
draft, we quickly agreed, and are pleased to announce that this work will appear as Journal 
of Northwest Anthropology, Memoir 15, in January 2018. In addition to the rich narratives 
contained in this work, the authors introduce an important new concept, "Generationally-
Linked Archaeology," which shows how archaeological materials can connect descendants 
to their ancestors and impact them in a positive way. 

In preparation for the release of Ed and Dale's Memoir, we were invited to attend the 23rd 
Annual Basketweavers Gathering to be hosted by the Puyallup Tribe of Indians in Tacoma, 
Washington. In thinking about how we might contribute to the Gathering beyond informing the 
participants about the upcoming Memoir, we decided to search through the 50 years of journal 
content and extract those materials that contemporary basketweavers might find interesting. 
Further, because much of this material is historical or archaeological in nature, and likely 
associated with ancestors of many of those native weavers attending the conference, this would 
provide an opportunity to apply the Ed and Dale's concept of Generationally-Linked Archaeology. 

 As illustrated in the following pages, much basketry-related material was identified within 
the pages of NARN and JONA by searching keyword terms such as basket, basketry, and cedar 
root. To assist the reader in digesting the diverse content, we have organized the material as 
follows: 

• Section 2 provides basketry-related abstracts of papers presented at the annual 
Northwest Anthropological Conference, arranged alphabetically by the author's last 
name. If a particular topic arouses one's interest, we would suggest conducting a 
Google search for the author or some of the unique terms; their very likely could 
have been a Master's thesis, PhD dissertation, or professional publication produced 
on the topic. 
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• Section 3 provides basketry-related terms in native languages. 
• Section 4 provides extracts from articles that relate to basketmaking, basketry 

materials, or uses of basketry among native groups in the northwest. 
• Section 5 provides several articles from the journal that are focused primarily on 

basketry topics. 
• Section 6 provides basketry related references cited in this document and also cited 

in various articles found in the 50-year collection of the journal. 

 It is our hope that readers of this special publication will learn something new, remember 
something that was forgotten, get an idea, or be inspired to try something new. If so, it will be a 
validation of the concept of Generationally-Linked Archaeology promoted by Dale and Ed. If 
something materializes, please be sure to share the experience with us at the Journal of Northwest 
Anthropology so we can document it in the pages of the journal and assist Dale and Ed in the 
development of Generationally-Linked Archaeology.  
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Part II 

 

Northwest Anthropological Conference Basketry-Related Abstracts 
[1972-2015] 
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Baskets from the Year 2000 BP 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

University of British Columbia 
Marpole-aged perishable artifacts were recovered last summer (1988) from the Water 

Hazard wet site (DgRs-30) in Tsawwassen, British Columbia. Technological and stylistic 
attributes, particularly of the basketry, indicate similarity to the contemporaneous-or-older 
collection from the Biederbost Site (45-SN-100) near Seattle. Similarity to other perishable 
assemblages from the Coast Salish area, both older and younger, is less marked. (1989 Northwest 
Anthropological Conference [NWAC]) 
 

A Checkered Past: Basket Styles in the Coast Salish Area 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Archaeological baskets from the Gulf of Georgia-Puget Sound region, though 
recognizably "Northwest Coast," show stylistic variation over time. Details of rim construction, 
handle attachment, decoration, wall weave, and raw material differ in accordance with 
phases/culture types established on the basis of other artifact categories. Understanding the 
socio-cultural context of this variation requires recovery and analysis of additional collections. 
(1993 NWAC) 

 
A Wetland Story in which Disaster Caused by a Wicked Backhoe  

is Transformed into a Beneficial Thing 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

An emergency field operation in 1997 recovered 11 ancient artifacts from the water-
saturated component of a site in Skagit County, Washington. Made of normally perishable wood 
and bark materials, they had been dug up during construction and would have decayed if left in 
the spoil piles. They comprise basketry, cordage, and parts of a canoe bailer and resemble 
specimens from other Coast Salish area wet sites. The artifact recovery project was initiated, 
funded, administered, and staffed by the Upper Skagit Tribe. As the archaeologist who was 
retained to provide expertise and professional credibility to the project, the author directed field 
and lab components within a framework of public outreach, and prepared an accessible report that 
would advance the Tribe's desire for recognition as being seriously concerned about its heritage 
resources. This is the first public reporting of the Edison/Dowhats-choob (45-SK-234) wet site. 
(1999 NWAC) 
 

Wood Artifacts from Northwest Coast Wet Sites 
KATHRYN BERNICK  

Freelance Archaeologist, Seattle 
Waterlogged wood artifacts provide direct, certain evidence of tree use in antiquity. 

Species identifications demonstrate non-random selection, but the associations between species 
and artifact type are not consistent in all Northwest Coast assemblages. Environmental factors 
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account for some differences. Practices that may be attributable to cultural factors include (1) the 
use of yew wood for making wedges—common in the Coast Salish area but rare in other regions; 
and (2) scarce use of cedar bark for basketry in the Coast Salish area prior to ca. 1300 BP. 
Alternatively, current paleoenvironmental reconstructions may be too general to meet 
archaeological needs. (2003 NWAC) 
 

"The Rise and Fall" of Basket Styles 
KATHRYN BERNICK  

Seattle, Washington 
Archaeological baskets from the Coast Salish area display techno-stylistic variation through 

time. Specimens dating to the Marpole era (ca 400 BC-AD 500) have highly standardized 
sophisticated ornamentation. Characteristics of the ornamentation parallel those of other types of 
Marpole material culture, which has encouraged attempts at cognitive interpretation. Shifting 
perspective to consider the decorative aspect a by-product of construction seems to be more fruitful. 
Accordingly, the development and subsequent abandonment of Marpole basket types may be 
explainable using an evolutionary model of culture change. (2004 NWAC) 
 

Recent Wet-Site Finds: Tlingit Cedar Bark Utility Baskets 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Royal British Columbia Museum 
Remnants of plaited cedar bark baskets were rescued from an historic-era Victoria 

archaeological site (DcRu 25) in 2005. Techno-stylistic analysis revealed close resemblance to 
Tlingit utilitarian baskets collected by Emmons in the late 1800s. Tlingit attribution is not 
surprising since the basketry artifacts were found near the residences of northerners who 
congregated around Fort Victoria in the 1850s. However, comparative information on utilitarian 
baskets is scarce; accounts of Tlingit basketry concentrate attention on spruce root manufactures 
virtually ignoring cedar bark baskets. The tattered archaeological finds hold great potential to 
inform an under-appreciated basket type, which, it turns out, has particularly intriguing handles. 
The ingenious method of handle construction merits an engineering award, and preliminary 
research suggests that variations in handle attachment may correspond to particular communities 
of basketmakers in southeast Alaska. (2008 NWAC) 
 

A New Look at Soft Technology from the Biderbost Site 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Royal British Columbia Museum 
The Biderbost wet site (45SN100) was excavated by the Washington Archaeological 

Society in the 1960s and early 1970s, and descriptions of selected perishable artifacts as well as 
typologies of the basketry were published at the time. The materials comprise the second largest 
assemblage of ca. 2,000-year-old perishables recovered from the Northwest Coast and have been 
featured in regional comparative studies albeit without the benefit of comprehensive descriptive 
information. My recent detailed analysis of the basketry and cordage revealed attributes that refine 
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characterization of the assemblage from technological, stylistic, and functional perspectives with 
implications for site interpretation. The new information about the basketry augments existing 
claims of resemblance to contemporaneous specimens from the Fraser delta while showing inter-
assemblage variation. However, the Biderbost cordage that I analyzed does not correspond to 
existing summaries; different approaches to classification account for only some of the 
discrepancy. (2015 NWAC) 
 

Exploring the Kwӓday Dӓn Ts'ìnchi Hat 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Royal British Columbia Museum 
SHEILA GREER 

Champagne & Aishihik First Nations 
VALERY MONAHAN 

Champagne & Aishihik First Nations 
FRANCES OLES 

Champagne & Aishihik First Nations 
A flattened basketry hat made of split spruce root was found near the Kwӓday Dӓn Ts'ìnchi 

human remains. Originally it was shaped like a truncated cone, with a nearly flat top and straight 
flaring sides. Techniques of manufacture such as details of the twined weave and the brim finish 
identify it as Tlingit in style, an every day rather than ceremonial hat. Features include a headband 
(which corresponds to hat/head size), a chin strap made of animal skin, and stitched repairs. 
Remnants of red ochre are found on both the interior and exterior hat surfaces. The hat has inspired 
workshops directed towards re-introducing traditional spruce root weaving in regional aboriginal 
communities. Workshop participants, as well those involved in the analysis and care of the hat, 
recognize the skill of the person who created the hat and are encouraged to see the spruce root 
basketry tradition revived. (2008 NWAC) 

 
The Wet Fishtown Site, 45SK99 

ASTRIDA R. BLUKIS ONAT 
Seattle Central Community College 

Site 45SK99 is a former beach site near the mouth of the Skagit River (north fork). The 
site is now located ¼ mi from any source of water and is under 1 m of alluvial deposits. Hydraulic 
excavation of the site was conducted as the stratigraphy revealed that the site extended from a 
"dry" terrace, to the former tide line and into a "wet" backwash or lagoon area. Fragments of 
basketry, wooden stakes, and other perishable items were recovered from both the dry and wet 
portions of the site. The perishable artifacts were treated for preservation at the Washington State 
University Neah Bay lab. (1975 NWAC) 
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A Waterlogged Site on the Southern Mainland Coast of British Columbia 
CHARLES E. BORDEN 

University of British Columbia 
Archaeological salvage operations initiated in 1972 at Musqueam Northeast (DhRt4) led 

in 1973 to the discovery of water-saturated sediments, containing basketry, cordage, and wooden 
artifacts stratified beneath cultural deposits of the Locarno Beach Phase of the Fraser Delta 
sequence. A wood sample from the waterlogged component was radiocarbon dated to the end of 
the second millennium BC. Because of the importance of the findings, real estate development 
was postponed making possible continuation of the investigations in 1974. The paper describes 
the paleogeography of the locality and attempts to explain the conditions which led to the 
preservation of the perishables. Recovery and conservation techniques are discussed as well as the 
results of analyses of the perishable artifacts and the vegetal materials utilized in their manufacture. 
(1975 NWAC) 
 

Identifying Ancient Basketry Trade 
DANIELLE CONE 

South Puget Sound Community College 
Of all of the wet sites that have been excavated throughout the Pacific Northwest, 

basketry has been the most technologically sensitive type of artifact recovered. Basketry styles 
often reflect the cultural community or family origins. Before they are found in the wet site 
context, these items were sometimes gifted, traded, or even sold. A basket weaver's work has the 
possibility of having traveled hundreds of miles before being found. I will be presenting research 
on the ability to identify basketry trade based on the styles, techniques, and designs used to 
weave baskets, mats, and hats excavated from different wet sites throughout the Northwest. 
(2013 NWAC) 
 

The Implications of Recent Basketry Dating Efforts 
for Northern Great Basin Cultural History 

THOMAS J. CONNOLLY  
University of Oregon, Museum of Natural History 

Cooperation among the BLM of Nevada and Oregon, the Nevada State Museum, and the 
UO Museum of Natural History, has refocused efforts on direct AMS radiocarbon dating of fibers 
from basketry and sandals in museum collections originating from northern Great Basin sites. 
From Early Holocene through historic times, basketry in this area is almost exclusively twining 
with a z-twist (counter-clockwise) weft, but important technical and stylistic differences are 
apparent. Possibly the most notable feature of the age distributions throughout this more than 
10,000 year basketry record is the absence of meaningful overlap between the Fort Rock and other 
sandal types, appearing as an abrupt typological transition at ca. 9300 cal. BP. This transition is 
considered in the context of other widely recognized changes in the archaeological record. (2004 
NWAC) 
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Preliminary Report on the Basketry in the Prehistoric  
Ozette House, Cape Alava, Washington 

DALE R. CROES 
Washington State University 

The basketry being recovered from the mudslide-covered prehistoric Ozette house has 
revealed the total textile component of this prehistoric house. This basket complex created new 
problems in classification since this is a seldom-dealt-with artifact in Northwest prehistory. The 
classification is presented here to show how the baskets were classified and also to demonstrate the 
combinative complexity of such an artifact. It is felt that this combinative complexity could have far-
reaching comparative value for future research using basketry artifacts from other prehistoric 
waterlogged sites. More waterlogged Northwest Coast sites are being found and a few excavated. 
The regional sensitivity of basketry may provide a good basis for discovering regional cultural 
variation through time on the Northwest Coast, at least better than the seemingly infrequent and 
nonchanging stone and bone artifacts found through time and space in Northwest Coast sites. Future 
research and future excavations should provide answers to this proposal. (1972 NWAC) 

 
An Early 'Wet' Site at the Mouth of the Hoko River 

DALE R. CROES 
Washington State University 

The changing course of the Hoko River has exposed a water-saturated archaeological site 
with numerous layers of waterlogged vegetal materials and perishable artifacts. Using hydraulic 
techniques, i.e. water pumps, fire hoses, and garden hoses with fine adjust nozzles, the Hoko River 
Site (45CA213) has been test excavated. Numerous perishable artifacts, including wood wedges, 
bent wood and composite fishhooks, fishing lines, unilaterally and bilaterally barbed wooden 
projectile points (some with zoomorphic carvings), several examples of basketry, and some lithic 
artifacts have been recorded from the site. Different preservation techniques, initially solutions of 
white glue/water and presently polyethylene glycol (carbowax), have been utilized to further 
preserve these artifacts. The Hoko River site has a minimum radiocarbon calculation of 2750±90 
years BP. The perishable artifacts from this early site demonstrate: (1) a sophisticated fishing 
technology, and (2) a distinct similarity in basketry technology between this early site and recent 
basketry in the Nootka/Makah area. This similarity is not noted between Hoko basketry and any 
other site in the 2500-3500 years BP time period. (1975 NWAC) 
 

Ozette Basketry, Matting, and Cordage 
DALE R. CROES 

Washington State University 
Ozette basketry and cordage artifacts have been examined on three analytic levels. First, 

Ozette basketry and cordage attributes, including construction materials, construction techniques, 
forms, and sizes, have been analyzed and defined. Second, the results of the attribute (mode) 
analyses have been synthesized into paradigmatic classifications creating technical/stylistic classes 
of Ozette baskets, mats, hats, and cordage. And third, these technical/stylistic classes have been 
utilized in discussing functional categories of Ozette basketry and cordage as recovered and 
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examined in the Ozette House I context. Computer mapping procedures have been used to trace 
basketry and cordage items of specific functional categories throughout the House I area. Utilizing 
the Ozette analysis as a focus, prehistoric basketry and cordage from ten other Northwest Coast 
water-saturated archaeological sites have been similarly examined. Comparisons of the Ozette and 
other prehistoric Northwest Coast basketry and cordage on the three analytical levels provided 
information concerning the development of basketry and cordage technologies on the Northwest 
Coast for the last 3000 years. These comparisons have provided valuable new information about 
the development of, and relationships between, different Northwest Coast cultural manifestations 
through time and space. Examining this kind of material also provided explicit information 
concerning the activities taking place at different Northwest Coast wet sites. From the above 
accumulated information it is clear that basketry, in particular, and cordage to some degree will be 
important analytic artifact categories for establishing sensitive chronologies on the Northwest 
Coast and for deriving essential information for testing hypothetical cultural interrelationships on 
the Northwest Coast through time and space. (1976 NWAC) 

 
Hoko River Basketry 

DALE R. CROES 
Washington State University 

The baskets, hats, and matting from the Hoko River site are examined on three analytic 
levels. First, the basketry modes; including the construction materials, construction techniques, 
shapes, and selvages; are examined. Second, the combination of the basketry modes into a 
paradigmatic classification provides reconstructed basketry types. The statistical comparisons of 
Hoko River basketry modes and types with those from other Northwest Coast wet sites 
demonstrate the highest degree of similarity with the spatially close Ozette Village site. And third, 
the general functional categories of Hoko River Basketry are examined. Burden type baskets are 
clearly stressed at the Hoko River fishing camp. (1978 NWAC) 
 

Introduction: The Site and Research Design 
DALE R. CROES 

Washington State University 
Located on the northwest tip of the Olympic Peninsula, the Hoko River site (45-CA-213) 

provides an excellent view of material culture and life-ways at a 2500 year BP, west coast fishing 
camp. The waterlogged portion of the site provides excellent preservation of perishable artifacts, 
including hafted lithic tools, fishing equipment, basketry, cordage, woodworking tools, and other 
wooden artifacts. The interconnected non-wet portion contains sections of actual campsites. The 
overall site and region provides a unique opportunity to carefully evaluate the subsistence, 
settlement practices, and technologies of an early Northwest Coast fishing village. (1979 NWAC) 
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Basketry, Cordage, and Cultural Continuity 
DALE R. CROES 

Washington State University 
Analysis of southern Northwest Coast prehistoric basketry and cordage (three sites) has 

increasingly indicated a 3000-year continuum of Nuu-chah-nulth-like styles that is distinctive from 
at least 3000 years of Coast Salishan-like styles in sites of the Gulf of Georgia/Puget Sound (eight 
sites). However, statistical comparisons of stone, bone, and shell artifacts from these sites link well 
with culture type/phase assemblages defined in the Gulf of Georgia/Puget Sound region. The 
perishable artifacts are likely far more sensitive to ethnic continuity of Northwest Coast peoples 
for at least 3000 years in the south. (1992 NWAC) 

 
Prehistoric Cordage: A New Line on Northwest Coast Prehistory 

DALE R. CROES 
Washington State University/Edmunds Community College 

Over the last 25 years sizable collections of cordage artifacts have been recovered from 
Northwest Coast wet (waterlogged) sites, with two, Hoko River and Ozette Village, recording over 
2000 examples. Usually, other wet site perishable artifacts (such as complex basketry) gain much 
of the analytical attention. However, cordage does provide sensitive stylistic characteristics that 
can be used to evaluate degrees of similarity between Northwest Coast wet and shell midden sites 
as observed on basketry, lithic, bone, and shell artifacts. Further, with the recovery of nets, fishline 
leaders, harpoon lines, and wedge collars, cordage artifacts can often reveal distinctive functional 
information about site-use. (1993 NWAC) 

 
Salish Sea Wet Site Archaeology: Ancient basketry, the key to defining  

long-term Salish heritage throughout their sea 
DALE R. CROES 

South Puget Sound Community College and Washington State University 
Waterlogged/wet archaeological site exploration has demonstrated an enduring Salishan 

basketry tradition for the past at least 3000 years throughout the Salish Sea, stylistically linking 
sites from the Gulf of Georgia to the southern end of Puget Sound. The twelve main sites 
investigated are found along the entire length of the newly defined Salish Sea, adding never before 
considered cultural historical justification for the name change. The follow-up question would 
revolve around why has there been considerable continuity of the Salish Tradition over this vast 
area? What exchange-of-ideas/products are reflected in the evolution of non-basketry versus 
basketry artifacts throughout the region and beyond. In other words, how does this reflect the 
sharing of extra-regional artifact styles (used to define archaeological "phases"), versus intra-
regional guarding of artifact styles, and particularly basketry (used here to trace Salish ethnicity). 
(2011 NWAC) 
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Continuity and Change on the Northwest Coast:  
Insights from Cladistic Analyses of Ancient and Contact-Period Museum Basketry 

DALE CROES  
South Puget Sound Community College and Washington State University 

MARK COLLARD  
University of British Columbia and University College London 

Ancient wet site basketry has proven to be a highly sensitive artifact on the Northwest 
Coast of North America in establishing cultural history hypotheses concerning ethnic continuity 
in several different regions. In the past we have used cladistic tree-building methods derived from 
evolutionary biology to examine the evolution of ancient basketry artifacts and to compare their 
evolution with the evolution of non-perishable artifacts (stone, bone-antler, and shell artifacts). 
The links are investigated between ancient basketry artifacts and museum collections of baskets 
from various parts of the coast. When separate basketry attributes were employed, the linkages are 
not as strong, and often the ancient Coast Salish area baskets cluster separately. Continuity through 
time between ancient wet site baskets and museum collections is more apparent when whole basket 
types are employed. Reasons for these different results will be considered, but regardless there 
appears to be a pattern of ethnic continuity through to the ethnographic present. This suggests that 
there was a vertical, and perhaps carefully guarded, transmission of information regarding the 
manufacture and use of basketry. (2004 NWAC) 

 
Sauvie Island National Heritage Landmark Wet Site (35-MU-4), Portland, Oregon--First 

Limited Archaeological Investigation and RipRap Repair, September 2006 
DALE CROES  

South Puget Sound Community College 
JOHN FAGAN 

Archaeological Investigations Northwest 
MAUREEN ZEHENDNER 

Archaeological Investigations Northwest 
Archaeological investigations at National Historic Landmark wet site 35-MU-4 have been 

designed to provide a limited evaluation of the portion of the site that have been impacted during 
riprap repair of 1060 linear ft. (320 m) of earthen levee. The project was conducted in September 
2006 while the waters in Multnomah Channel were at a low level. The testing included 4 1x1 m 
test units, drainage trenches 10 cm wide extending from three of the test units (dug in 10 cm levels), 
the cross-sectioning of five round acorn leaching pit features in these drainage trenches, cross-
sectioning and bulk sampling of one fairly complete acorn leaching pit feature, surface mapping 
down to the waterline of all (a) in situ wooden stakes (n=34); (b) in situ acorn leaching pit features 
(n= 60); and (c) surface cultural materials, including lithics, animal bone, wood chips, basketry 
strips, and split wood. A 1 m wide by 50 cm deep exposure was excavated into the bank and, in 
line with this exposure, a series of four cores were taken to a maximum depth of 25 ft. on top of 
the levee. The cores provide enough sediment for litho-and bio-stratigraphic studies. 
Approximately 6,400 artifacts were recovered (items that are the result of human activity), of 
which 70% were wood and fiber items, 19% were lithic pieces, and 11% were faunal remains. 
(2007 NWAC) 
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Ancient Diamond Plaited Flat Bag from Sunken Village Wet Site,  
Portland, OR (35-MU-4)-"Lucy of Basketry?" 

DALE CROES 
South Puget Sound Community College 

EIRIK THORSGARD 
Confederated Tribe of Grand Ronde 

KATHLEEN HAWES 
The Evergreen State College 

An ancient diamond-plaited flatbag found in 2007 excavations appears to be of a distinct 
construction technique as seen for 9000 years in the U.S. Great Basin (Spirit Cave examples) 
through museum examples in Western Oregon and Washington. Curiously this distinct form of 
flat bag is seen in ancient Jomon wet sites of Japan for up to 4000 years through today's Ainu and 
Japanese Mountain Peoples basketry. Therefore we propose this may be the first example of 
cultural sharing of deep-rooted artifact traditions throughout the North Pacific. Examples will be 
shown from Western North America and Japan. The Sunken Village example, like those across 
the Pacific, is made of a tule/bulrush like fiber, requiring special care in conservation that will be 
discussed. (2010 NWAC) 
 

Nancy Jim Parsons: The Life and Legacy of a  
Master Cowlitz/Nisqually Indian Basketweaver 

DREW W. CROOKS  
Lacey Museum 

Baskets were traditionally important to Native Americans of the southern Puget Sound 
region as both practical storage containers and honored gifts. Even more, basketweaving was a 
major artistic expression for Native women of the area. One such artist was Nancy Jim Parsons, a 
Cowlitz/Nisqually Indian basketweaver who lived from ca. 1871 to 1918. She created baskets 
during a time of great change when pressure was placed on Native Americans to assimilate to 
Euroamerican society. Like many other Native individuals, Nancy Parsons worked hard to 
preserve aspects of traditional culture. Fortunately, a number of baskets made by her still survive 
in public and private collections. Study of these baskets combined with historical research have 
led to a greater understanding of Nancy Jim Parsons and her legacy of artistic skill and 
determination. (2004 NWAC) 

 
Design Motifs in West Coast Art 

ALLISON CRONIN 
University of British Columbia 

Nuu-chah-nulth and Makah women are well known for the decorative wrapped-twined 
basketry they create. The images used to decorate wrapped-twined baskets are unique to the west 
coast of Vancouver Island and northwest Washington and indicate continuity from the late 1700s 
to the present. The geometric and representational designs woven into the baskets are also seen in 
the painting and sculpture of the region. Comparing the designs found on basketry to painting and 
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sculpture suggests a strong connection and perhaps that the basketry motifs were predecessors of 
the other two mediums. (1992 NWAC) 

 
The Archaeology of Squirt Cave, Southeastern Washington 

NEAL ENDACOTT 
Washington State University 

Squirt Cave, on the lower Snake River in southeastern Washington, is approximately 16 
mi. upstream from the Lower Monumental Dam. Archaeological investigations at Squirt Cave (45-
WW-25) were conducted during the summer of 1964. Many unusual and perishable artifacts were 
recovered during the excavation and include cordage, matting and basketry fragments, 95 stone 
tools, and a small amount of lithic debitage. Four radiocarbon samples provide a date range from 
405 BP to 1700 BP. The majority of the lithic artifacts from Squirt Cave are diagnostic of a Harder 
phase occupation, which is concurrent with the radiocarbon-age results. Several projectile points, 
which appear to be from a Tucannon phase component, were recovered from a stratigraphic 
context which predates the radiocarbon-dated levels. The organic artifacts are currently being 
analyzed and the results to date are discussed. (1991 NWAC) 
 

Wet‐Site Artifacts from Hopetown Village 
AVIVA FINKELSTEIN 

Sources Archaeological, & Heritage Research Inc., Simon Fraser University 
MORGAN BARTLETT  

Sources Archaeological & Heritage Research Inc. 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Royal British Columbia Museum 
Archaeological excavations in 2010 by the Gwawaenuk Tribe in partnership with Sources 

Archaeological and Heritage Research Inc. recovered 300 perishable artifacts from Hopetown 
village (EfSq 2) in the Queen Charlotte Strait region of the British Columbia coast. The majority 
of the perishable materials are from a deposit with a radiocarbon age of 510‐430 cal BP/360‐330 
cal BP (Beta‐297450). Artifacts include cedar‐bark basketry, cordage rings, linear cordage, a bent‐
wood fishhook, other worked wood, and some intriguing "whatsits." The deposit also contained 
several hundred pieces of bark and wood chips (woodworking debitage), and artifacts of durable 
materials. From a different part of the site, the team recovered a portion of an historic canoe and 
paddle. Characteristics of the perishables suggest greatest similarity to wetsite assemblages to the 
north, particularly the Axeti site in Kwatna Inlet, and general congruence with Kwakwaka'wa 
material culture. (2014 NWAC) 
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Archaeological Investigations at  
Lamona Rockshelter, Lincoln County, Washington 

JERRY R. GALM 
SARAH A. C. KELLER 

Eastern Washington University 
Located near the town of Odessa, Washington, Lamona Rockshelter (45-U-150) was the scene 

of four seasons of archaeological fieldwork ending in 1980. Pond sediments located immediately 
outside the mouth of the shelter provide a record of sedimentation incorporating Glacier Peak B/G 
tephra(s) (ca. 11,000-12,000 BP). Although cultural materials were sparse within the trench excavation 
(ca. 3 m deep) in the shelter, the investigation produced a moderate sample of worked plant fibers. This 
sample includes fragments of matting, cordage, nets, and basketry. A preliminary description of these 
fibers and remaining cultural materials is presented along with a first approximation of the 
paleoenvironmental history of the upper Crab Creek drainage. (1993 NWAC) 
 

Qwu?gwes Basketry Debris:  
Comparative and Ethnoarchaeological Analysis 

JOLENE GROVER  
Squaxin Island Tribe and South Puget Sound Community College 

Basketry construction debris consists of cedar bark strips, cedar bough/root splints, and cherry 
bark strips. The distributional patterns, through time and space of the basketry construction debris, and 
measurement has aided in understanding the magnitude of basketry construction taking place at the 
site. Basketry currently found at the site is compare the construction debris. With these data, Squaxin 
Island Tribe and other regional weavers have been consulted to gain a better understanding of the way 
basketry is finished and trimmed, creating the ends so common at the Qwu?gwes site. This also reveals 
the emphasis on certain types of basket construction at the site. (2004 NWAC) 
 

Contemporary West Coast Basketry 
LYNETTE HARPER 

Vancouver Museums and Planetarium Association 
Basketry studies most frequently fall within the boundaries of an art historical or 

technologically descriptive approach. This paper takes a different tack, to provide a social and 
economic context for one form of West Coast basket. Great confusion surrounds the definitions and 
classifications of basketry. This paper will grapple with these issues as briefly as possible, and will 
instead focus on interviews with ten West Coast (Nootka) people who still manufacture baskets. 
They have maintained and expanded a precise working knowledge of locations and seasons for 
collecting natural materials, of dyes, of weaves, and of design elements, all for the production of a 
hardly varying style of basket with cash return of less than 50 cents an hour. Data from archival 
records and photographs, museum collections, and field work will be reviewed. (1978 NWAC) 
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Artifact Plant Material Identification-Cellular Analysis 
KATHLEEN HAWES 

South Puget Sound Community College 
The use of cellular analysis in identification of artifact plant material was pioneered by 

Janet Friedman in her research of wooden artifacts excavated at the Ozette archaeological site on 
the Olympic Peninsula in Washington State. This research is being continued to identify wood and 
fiber artifacts recovered from the Sunken Village site on Sauvie Island, Oregon; including 
numerous woodchips and split wood debris, a wooden wedge with intact collar found in situ during 
excavation, twigs and branches lining one of the numerous pit features found on the shore above 
the waterline, and the remains of an ancient cross-twined acorn basket found in one of the pit 
features. Samples are carefully taken from the artifacts, which are documented and photographed 
before and after the process; thinly sliced with a razor blade from three different orientations: 
cross-section, tangential, and radial. These samples are then mounted on slides and examined 
microscopically. Comparisons are made with a database of slides prepared from contemporary 
examples of local plants. This information is used to verify identification based on traditional uses 
and visual examination, adding to the understanding of the plant resources used by Native People 
of Sauvie Island. (2007 NWAC) 
 

Artifact Plant Material Identification by  
Cellular Analysis on the Northwest Coast 

KATHLEEN L. HAWES 
Evergreen State College 

The technique of microscopic identification by cellular analysis of artifacts made from 
wood and plant materials was pioneered in the 1970s by Janet Friedman. Dr. Friedman identified 
many of the wooden artifacts found preserved in the anaerobic wet-site conditions of the Ozette 
Archaeological Site in Washington State, and her work has inspired this current research. 
Identification by cellular analysis is complementary to traditional Native knowledge, as well as 
ethnobotanical and ethnographic records. This paper describes the process of conservation and 
identification of a variety of artifacts from several wet-sites on the Northwest Coast, and has 
revealed new insights into the choices by earlier Native Peoples of particular plant materials for 
basketry and cordage, wooden wedges, and fish weir construction. (2010 NWAC) 
 

Textiles and Ethnic Groupings on the Columbia Plateau 
RHIANNON HELD  

Washington State University 
Basketry and textiles have been shown by many researchers to be fairly reliable markers 

of ethnic divisions among native groups. This study compares characteristics of Columbia Plateau 
cordage, matting, and basketry from primarily rockshelter sites dating from 2300 BP to historic 
times in the Mid and Upper Columbia River and Snake River regions. The presence of any 
patterning in the data and the reasons for it are examined, as well as the utility of archaeological 
specimens in this region for phylogenetic analysis as has been previously performed with some 
success on ethnographic textiles. (2004 NWAC) 
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Temporal Change in Columbia Plateau Textiles 
RHIANNON HELD  

Washington State University 
Textiles such as baskets, mats, and cordage are often presumed to have great temporal 

continuity, and archaeological textiles on the Columbia Plateau are often assumed to be fairly 
recent in age, and not worth dating. However, new radiocarbon dates on textiles from McGregor 
(45-FR-201) and Porcupine (45-FR-202) Caves push the oldest directly dated textile on the Plateau 
back to approximately 3100 BP and suggest a change in textile types around 1200 BP, which may 
be linked to subsistence changes or changes in housing related to the switch to the Winter Village 
pattern. This analysis explores these patterns, and the further possibilities for the use of directly 
dated textiles chronologies in this region and others. (2010 NWAC) 

 
'Wet' Site Distribution--The Northern Case 

RICHARD INGLIS 
National Museum of Man, Ottawa 

A stream bed that transacts one of the major Coast Tsimshian winter villages has created 
the northernmost water-saturated archaeological site so far excavated on the Northwest Coast. 
The Prince Rupert Harbour Site (GbTo33) was excavated in an urgent salvage operation prior to 
complete destruction by harbor construction activities. The site was excavated with hydraulic 
techniques, utilizing waterpumps, hoses, and adjustable nozzles. Several perishable artifacts 
were found, including wood wedges, wooden shafts, digging sticks, box parts, basketry, cordage, 
wooden handles, and wooden labrets; few lithic and no bone artifacts were found in the 'wet' 
site. For preservation, the perishables were stored in water and fungicide at the site, and later 
preserved in polyethylene glycol (carbowax) in Ottawa. Several radiocarbon calculations were 
determined for the perishables which ranged between 1600-2500 years BP. This waterlogged 
site, situated immediately between two early house platforms, appears to be a refuse area where 
broken and unfinished artifacts were discarded. The artifacts are indicative of different village 
activities, such as woodworking equipment and detritus, and basketry construction materials. 
The Prince Rupert Harbour basketry, in particular, demonstrates a distinct long in situ continuity 
with ethnographic Tsimshian basketry. This close similarity between this prehistoric basketry 
and ethnographic Tsimshian basketry is interesting since the latter is entirely different from the 
ethnographic Haida and Tlingit basketry, the other groups in the northern co-tradition. (1975 
NWAC) 
 

Basket Weavers and Collectors; Research on the Mrs. Isaac Lee Patterson  
Collection at the UO Museum of Natural and Cultural History. 

ELIZABETH KALLENBACH  
Museum of Natural and Cultural History and University of Oregon 

The Patterson basketry collection was acquired by Governor Isaac Lee Patterson and wife 
Mary Elizabeth Woodworth between 1894 and 1903. With over three hundred Native American 
baskets from the Pacific Northwest, it is one of the largest collections at the Museum. Phase one 
of this project focused on documentation efforts, including photography of baskets and review of 
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associated archives, including the original collecting journals of Mrs. Patterson. Her journals 
reveal a complicated narrative about native basket weavers, federal Indian agents, and art 
collectors of the time. In some cases, weavers and collectors named in the journal have been 
identified, leading to some surprising outcomes. Phase two research efforts will use journal data 
to aid in the examination of cultural styles, artistic preferences, and temporal context of the baskets, 
hopefully adding to the historical narrative of basket collecting and weaving in Oregon during the 
turn of the 19th century. (2015 NWAC) 

 
Perspectives on Ancient Northwest Coast Culture History— 

the View from South Puget Sound 
KATHERINE M. KELLY  

South Puget Sound Community College 
DALE CROES  

South Puget Sound Community College 
Over the past five summer seasons we have archaeologically explored a little known area 

of the central Northwest Coast, the south end of Puget Sound near Olympia, Washington. This site 
contains a Late Period component of stone, bone-antler, and shell artifacts, as well as a waterlogged 
section containing basketry, cordage, and wooden artifacts and debris thereof. To best place this 
new area into the culture history context of the central Northwest Coast, we have conducted wide-
spread cluster analyses of degrees of similarity among these artifacts and those commonly found 
in northern Puget Sound, Gulf of Georgia, Strait of Juan de Fuca and the west coast of Washington 
and Vancouver Island, BC. We plan to incorporate the area south into Oregon as well. The 
contrasting results between stone, bone-antler, and shell artifacts and those of basketry will be 
presented. (2004 NWAC) 

 
The Study and Use of Microblades in Producing Wood and Fiber Artifacts 

from the Qwu?gwes Site Near Olympia, Washington 
GERMAN LOFFLER  

Washington State University 
The study and use of microblades in producing wood and fiber artifacts have been 

underrepresented in Northwest Coast archaeological works. Lithic data from the Qwu?gwes 
waterlogged (wet) site (45-TN-240), on Mud Bay, near Olympia, Washington, and consultants/site 
co-managers from the Squaxin Island Tribe, allow analysis on the use of microblades in wood and 
fiber artifact production. From ethnoarchaeology and experimental archaeology, we have learned 
how to harvest a common artifact at Qwu?gwes, cherry bark strips, often used as binding elements 
on arrow and harpoon shafts and as decorative strips on baskets. To spiral cut the cherry bark from 
the tree limbs, a blade is the best available tool. Microware analysis on an electron microscope are 
observed to ascertain whether these microware-traces can be detected in the archaeological record. 
(2004 NWAC) 
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The Twist of a Fiber: Archaeological Textiles Along the Lower Snake River 
JOY MASTROGIUSEPPE 

Washington State University 
Several caves eroded by the Spokane floods along the lower Palouse and Snake rivers were 

used by Palus people to cache food during the past 2000 years. Excavated cache pits in these dry 
caves contain a richness of archaeological plant materials including textiles, wood, and seeds. The 
textiles are primarily fragments of cordage and matting but also include basketry and nearly intact 
mats. There is an unusual prevalence of sedges (Carex sp., Cyperaceae sp.) as raw material for 
cordage of all sizes except fine thread, which is usually made from dogbane (Apocynum 
cannabinum). Other textile fibers include tule (Scirpus acutus), grasses (Elymus cinereus, 
Agropyron spicatum, Spartina gracilis, Phragmites australis), sagebrush bark (Artemisia 
tridentata), willow (Salix sp.), and spikerush (Eleocharis sp.). The cordage is mostly two-strand, 
ranges in diameter from thread to coarse rope, and is usually made of only or primarily one fiber 
type. Mats are sewn together with dogbane thread (sometimes sagebrush bark) or twined with 
sedges, and the matting includes some uncommon decorative elements and selvage styles such as 
folded-warp, braided, and twilled. (1997 NWAC) 
 

Inquiries into Connections between the Basketry of Central California and Oregon  
in Relation to the Voyage of Sir Francis Drake 

MARGARET S. MATHEWSON 
The voyage of Sir Francis Drake and his points of contact in Western North America have 

been contested for many years. This paper lays our several inquiries into the basketry descriptions 
in the Fletcher document in relation to existing collections and ethnographic records from Oregon 
and California. This research was conducted between 1980 and 1999. Further research is proposed. 
One such inquiry involved a fleeting reference to a basket brought to England by Drake and housed 
at the British Museum. Another involved the muddled attribution of objects from the 1841 Wilkes 
expedition. And yet another involved a detailed study and inventory of all basketry of the tribes 
from Salinas to Reading and focusing on the Monterey and San Francisco Bay areas. The basketry 
of coastal Oregon before the reservation era is equally intriguing and has been equally muddled 
by the upheavals committed upon its original peoples. Archaeological evidence is scarce and well-
documented collections begin in the 1840's. I have been working in this area from 1986 to the 
present. This paper will relate the Fletcher description to existing well-documented basketry. It 
will then trace the 'real' documentation of some of the tenuous connections that have been made 
between California basketry and Oregon, in an effort to shed more light on the mystery of the 
location of Drake's two week anchorage. The evidence from the basketry is overwhelmingly-
Central California. (2009 NWAC) 
 

Cordage from the Rosa Rockshelter, Yakima River Canyon, Washington State 
WHITNEY MATTHES 

Central Washington University and McNair Scholars Program 
Dr. William Smith excavated the Rosa Rockshelter 45YK301 in 1971 and recovered a large 

assemblage of preserved plant remains from a single storage feature. These materials include 
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fragments of cordage and basketry that date to the Cayuse Phase (circa 2000 BP). Two-ply S twist 
cordage of Dogbane (Indian Hemp) dominate the assemblage and many fragments are found 
stitched through tule mat. Several fragments of two-ply Z twist cedar cordage are found woven 
with cedar plats that probably formed the rims of one or more open weave baskets. Examples of 
grass, sage bark, and hair cordage are also represented. The type and frequency of cordage 
fragments are compared to other larger assemblages documented from dry caves in the Columbia 
Basin. This study contributes information on the material culture and technological abilities of 
women and men from a discrete time and place in the history of Columbia Plateau peoples. (2013 
NWAC) 
 

Textiles from the Rosa and Tekison Rockshelters,  
Yakima River Canyon, Washington State 

WHITNEY MATTHES 
Central Washington University and McNair Scholars Program 

SHANE SCOTT 
Central Washington University  

ROBERT LOEWEN 
Central Washington University 

Dr. William Smith excavated the Rosa Rockshelter, 45YK301, in 1971. In the early 
1980's Dr. Smith was also instrumental in negotiating the donation of a large sample of the 
Tekison Rockshelter collection. The Tekison collection along with data from original artifact 
inventories provides an invaluable opportunity to study and document textile technology and 
style. Both collections include fragments of matting, cordage and basketry that date to the 
Cayuse Phase (circa 2000 BP). Two-ply S twist cordage dominates the assemblages. Z twist 
cordage is rare and only appears in the upper (more recent) occupation debris. (2013 NWAC) 

 
A Late Holocene Cradle Basket from the  

Stave River Delta, Southwestern British Columbia 
DUNCAN MCLAREN 

University of Victoria, Hakai Beach Institute 
KATHRYN BERNICK 

Royal British Columbia Museum 
BRENDAN GRAY 

Cordillera Archaeology 
In the fall of 2013 an emergency project at DhRo1, on the west bank of the lower Stave 

River near its confluence with the Fraser River, recovered a complete, coiled cradle‐basket. The 
base of the basket is formed by slats joined by a plaited weave, the sides of the basket have been 
constructed by spiral coiling with split stitches and a flat‐bundle foundation. Radiocarbon dating 
of the basket reveals an age of 790‐690 cal BP. Stylistically, the basket is most similar to those 
constructed by the Stl'atl'imx (Lillooet) who often traveled to the upper reaches of the Stave 
watershed to conduct trade with Hunqiminum speakers of the lower Fraser River. (2014 NWAC) 
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Northwest Coast Ancient and Museum Basketry-Cladistic Demonstration  
of Long-Term Ancestry on the Northwest Coast of North America 

OLIVIA NESS 
The Evergreen State College 

MARK COLLARD 
Simon Fraser University 

DALE CROES 
South Puget Sound Community College/WSU 

Ancient wet site basketry has proven to be a highly sensitive artifact on the Northwest 
Coast of North America in establishing cultural history hypotheses concerning ethnic continuity 
in several different regions (Croes, Kelly and Collard 2005). We are expanding our use of cladistic 
tree-building methods derived from evolutionary biology to investigate whether the evolution of 
ancient basketry artifacts links well with ethnographic collections from these separate regions. The 
recently excavated and explored wet site of Sunken Village, in the Portland Basin, Columbia River, 
and Chinook Museum basket data are entered into the tests. There appears to be a pattern of ethnic 
continuity in different regions through the present, suggesting that there was a guarded 
transmission of information regarding the manufacture and use of basketry that remained separated 
for millennium between regions into the present and no doubt future on the Northwest Coast of 
North America. (2008 NWAC) 
 

Analyzing the Sauvie Basketry, Basketry Waste Materials  
and Experimental Archaeology 

OLIVIA NESS  
Evergreen State College 

DALE CROES 
South Puget Sound Community College 

MARK COLLARD 
Simon Fraser University 

Wet sites preserve many unique, perishable artifacts including one of the most culturally 
sensitive items, basketry. Our investigations of the Sunken Village site in Portland, Oregon, have 
yielded excellent examples of basketry, comparing well to our recordings of private collections. 
Furthermore, an atypical piece was recovered which has sparked interest from Great Basin 
basketry experts due to similar technique. These data, in addition to the recording of Chinook 
museum collections, has furthered our preliminary cladistic analyses. Results suggest the cultural 
uniqueness of this basketry when compared to other Northwest Coast wet sites and museum 
collections. Additionally, we compared this to basketry from the Great Basin and of Japan Jomon 
origin. To further comprehend the magnitude of basketry production at the site, construction 
techniques and traditional uses involving the cultural practices of the ancient Chinookans, we have 
analyzed basketry waste materials, worked with Native master basket weavers, and employed 
experimental archaeology. (2008 NWAC) 
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Analyzing the Sauvie Basketry, Basketry Waste Materials,  
and Experimental Archaeology 

OLIVIA NESS 
South Puget Sound Community College 

DALE CROES 
South Puget Sound Community College 

ROBERT KENTTA 
Siletz Tribe 

BUD LANE 
Siletz Tribe 

PATRICIA COURTNEY GOLD 
Wasco, Warm Springs Tribe 

The Sauvie Island wet site is well known for its unique and well made basketry items. In 
our limited two week excavation and surface mapping of the site, we found some excellent 
examples of typical (from collector's examples) cross-warp twined, cedar root "acorn" baskets, 
cedar bark checker weave matting, shredded cedar bark edging from a fine gauge cape/skirt, and 
woven braid and twisted cordage. From limited observations of collector basketry and those from 
our controlled excavations, preliminary cladistic analyses reflect the distinction and, no doubt, 
cultural uniqueness of Sauvie Island basketry styles on the Northwest Coast. Limited basketry 
waste element discard at the site, compared to the abundance at Qwu?gwes wet site in Puget Sound, 
indicates that basketry construction was not a major activity at this actual location. Replication of 
the basketry provides good insights on how these examples were constructed, used and fit into the 
cultural practices of the ancient Chinookans. Current observations by Master Basket weavers, Bud 
Lane and Robert Kentta (Siletz) and Patricia Courtney Gold (Wasco, Warm Springs) provide 
technical and functional definition to these ancient basketry items. (2007 NWAC) 
 

The Snoqualmie River Site, 45SN100 
DEL NORDQUIST 

Seattle 
45SN100, the Beiderbost site, was discovered in 1959 following flooding in the lower 

Snoqualmie River Valley. The Washington Archaeological Society investigated and commenced 
excavation. The site turned out to be "drowned" in its lower component at least three-fourths of 
the year. Artifacts retrieved included an assemblage of stone scrapers and projectile points 
indicating occupation over at least 2000 years. Interrelations of the inhabitants are suggested with 
coastal and downriver peoples as well as from eastern Washington. The presence of micro-blades 
relates to a sub-arctic tradition. Equally significant are perishables, such as basketry, wooden fish 
hooks, bound net weights, and quantities of cordage, knots, wooden rods, and wood chips attesting 
to a wood-working industry on the site. It is likely that fishing traps and weirs were used. 
Radiocarbon date of AD 100±80 years has been established for the lower component. (1975 
NWAC) 
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The Hopetown Archaeological Project – Wet Site Challenges and Outcomes 
HARTLEY ODWAK  

Sources Archaeological, Heritage Research Inc. 
Sources Archaeological and Heritage Research Inc. and the Gwawaenuk Tribe's 2010 

Hopetown Project (Heghums, EfSq‐2) was a large‐scale excavation which examined 2,150 cubic 
meters of shell midden containing a wealth of artifacts and features. The most unanticipated 
findings were two wet‐sites, the first of their kind in the Broughton Archipelago archaeological 
record. The recovered perishables include an array of basketry, cordage, and worked wood, as well 
as a canoe and paddle which required immediate, on‐site development and implementation of 
methods to excavate, store, pack, and transport the waterlogged material to Sources' laboratory 
(Vancouver, B.C.). The establishment of optimal environmental stability for the perishables in the 
laboratory, as well as during storage and transport, was met through extensive consultation with 
Northwest Coast wet‐site experts. (2014 NWAC) 
 

Basketry Waste Materials from the Hoko River Site 
MARGARET PADEN 

Washington State University 
A total of 1495 pieces of basketry waste materials were recovered at the Hoko River site. 

These artifacts have been recorded in computer form in terms of these attributes: material 
identification, lengths, widths, thickness, cuts marks, surface features, and horizontal and vertical 
distribution in the site. Both cedar bark and splints (root/limb) basketry waste materials were 
common to the site. The widths and thicknesses of these materials coincided with the basketry 
artifacts made of these materials. The length measurements indicate that the vast majority of these 
pieces are much too short to be used to make baskets, and probably were pieces either cut in the 
preparation of materials or discarded in trimming the final products. The cut marks on the pieces 
of material help to indicate whether or not the pieces were cut in preparation. The large number of 
basketry waste materials recovered from the site clearly indicates that basketry was being made at 
the site. This further suggests that the Hoko River occupants had time in their activities schedules 
to spend making basketry at this seasonal camp. (1978 NWAC) 

 
Early Information on Mid-Columbia Basketry:  

Gleanings from the "Literature" 
MARY D. SCHLICK 

Kamiakin Research Institute 
Early ethnographic accounts and archaeological reports contain little mention of the 

distinctive coiled, twined, and bark basketry made by the native people of the Mid-Columbia 
region. This paper broadens the interpretation of "the literature" to include tribal legends, 
nineteenth and early twentieth century paintings, and photographs and collectors' records. A search 
of these sources helps provide more comprehensive information on the materials, techniques, 
designs, and basket forms utilized of early Mid-Columbia basket weavers and the place of basketry 
and basketmaking in their lives. Many examples of such supplementary records are described or 
illustrated. (1987 NWAC) 
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Part III 

 

Basketry-Related Native Terms 
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GITKSAN LANGUAGE 

Hindle, Lonnie and Bruce Rigsby. "A Short Practical Dictionary of the Gitksan Language." 
NARN Volume 7, No. 1 (Spring 1973):1-60. 

 
The Gitksan language is spoken today by several thousand Indian people, who mainly live 

in a number of villages situated in the valley of the Skeena River in Northern British Columbia. 
Moving upstream, the Gitksan villages are: 
 
1. Kitwanga or Gitwingax people of the place of rabbits. Their main village is located on the north 
bank of the Skeena River near the mouth of the Kitwanga or Kitwancool River. 
 
2. Gitsequecla or Gijigyukwhla people of Jigyukwhla (the name of a nearby mountain) Their main 
village is located on the south bank of the Skeena at the mouth of Kitsequecla Creek. 
 
3. Gitanmax or Git anmaaxs people who use birchbark torches. Their main village was located at 
the confluence of the Skeena and Bulkley rivers, now the site of Hazelton. 
 
4. Kispiox or Gisbayakws people of the hiding-place. Their main village is located on the north 
bank of the Skeena at the mouth of the Kispiox River.  
 

In earlier days, Gitksan people also occupied two villages further upstream that are now 
deserted. They are: 
 
5. Kisgegas or Gisgaga'as people of the place of small white gulls. Their main village was located 
on the north bank of the Babine River, a few miles above its confluence with the Skeena. 
 
6. Kuldo or Kaldo'o backwoods. Their main village was located on the Skeena about 80 miles 
above Kispiox. 
 

Collectively, the Gitksan people refer to themselves in their own language as Gitxsan, 
which indeed means people of the Skeena River. While there are speech differences among the 
dialects of the Gitksan villages, they are minor and all Gitksan people can freely talk with one 
another in their own dialect. Indeed, the Gitksan can converse freely with their close neighbors, 
the people of Kitwancool or Gitwinhlgui people of the narrow place, whose main village is located 
on the Kitwancool River about 14 miles above its mouth on the Skeena. The Gitksans and the 
Kitwancools alike can speak to and understand the Nishgas of the Nass River Valley, although 
there are some obvious marked differences in their speech. In technical terms, the Gitksans, the 
Kitwancools, and the Nishgas speak dialects of a single language, which linguists and 
anthropologists call the "Nass-Gitksan" language. The Tsimshian language of the 
Coast is a closely related sister-language to Nass-Gitksan. 
 

The Gitksans, the Kitwancools, and the Nishgas commonly call their language "sim algax" 
the real or true language. If they wish to be more precise, they may refer to Gitxsanimx or 
Gitxsanimax the Gitksan language, to Nisga'amx the Nishga language, or to ganimx the Nass-
Gitksan language. 
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This short practical dictionary is based upon the Gitksan dialects spoken in Hazelton and 
Kispiox. It employs a simple alphabet and writing system which we have been developing for the 
past few years. The Gitksan alphabet uses ordinary English letters and combinations of English 
letters plus a few characters, such as the comma, the apostrophe, and the underline, which are all 
found on any standard typewriter. 
 

The system for writing Gitxsanimx is based upon the alphabetic principle, unlike earlier 
attempts by various people to write it. Simply stated, the alphabetic principle says that each sound 
of a language must have its own letter (or combination of letters) and that each letter (or 
combination of letters) must have its own sound. Thus there are no silent letters in Gitksan spelling, 
nor are there any words which are pronounced the same although spelled differently, such as the 
English words led and lead or red and read. The alphabetic principle also means that there are no 
words which are spelled the same and pronounced differently, such as the English words lead and 
lead, either of which can be read as present or past tense verbs. 
 

Gitxsanimx lacks a number of sounds that are common in Eng1ish and thus the Gitksan 
alphabet uses no f's or r's in native words. On the other hand, it has a number of sounds that are 
not found in English. We now briefly describe these distinctive sounds and their letters. 
 

There is a major difference in Gitxsanimx between "hard" and "soft" consonants. For 
example, the sound at the beginning of t'aa sit is a hard t', and the sound at the beginning of ts'uusx 
to be small, little is a hard ts'. Also compare the words nax snowshoe and nax bait. The first word 
begins with a soft n; while the second one begins with a hard n. It is easy to test whether a 
consonant in a word is pronounced hard or not. Simply place your index finger (gaagan) on your 
Adam's apple. If your Adam's apple moves up quickly when you pronounce the consonant, then 
that consonant is hard. Hard consonants usually sound as though they were "popped" or 
"exploded." The Gitksan alphabet indicates hard consonants by placing an apostrophe ' following, 
as in k', k', kw', p', t', tl', and ts', or by placing a comma ҆ above the letter, as in l̓, m̓, n̓, w̓, and y̓. 
The hard consonants are the ones that linguists call "glottalized" consonants. 
 

Gitxsanimx also has several sorts of g-like and k-like sounds that are not found in English. 
The front g, as in the word gibuu wolf, is pronounced like the g in English geese. It is never 
pronounced like the g in the English word gin. The back g in Gitxsanimx is the first consonant in 
the word gan tree, wood. Compare it with the consonant at the beginning of the English word gun 
and notice that the Gitksan sound is pronounced further back in the throat. Gitxsanimx also has 
front and back k-like sounds. Compare the soft front k at the end of ts'ak to go out, be extinguished 
(of a fire) with the soft back k at the end of ts'ak nose, then compare these sounds with the hard 
front k' at the end of ts'ak' dish, plate and the hard back k' at the end of ts'ak' clam. The underline 
is used to indicate a back g or k. 
 

There are several h-like sounds in Gitxsanimx. The first of them is a plain h, just as in the 
English word hop. This is the sound that begins the word hanak' woman. The other two h-like 
sounds are not found in English. We use the letter x to stand for them because they are similar to 
the sound represented by the x in the Classical Greek and other European languages. The first is 
the front x, the consonant that is found at the end of lax hair (on body), fur. The second is the back 
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x, the consonant at the end of lax on. The back x sounds much rougher and noisier than the front 
x. 

 
There is also a significant difference in Gitxsanimx between short and long vowels. 

Compare the vowels in is soapberry and iis necklace and note how the vowel in the second word 
takes longer to pronounce. Also compare hanak' woman with haanak' women. The first vowel in 
the plural-word is long. Long vowels are indicated by doubling or writing the vowel twice. 
 

This short practical dictionary is not meant to be a definitive complete work--it presents 
only a small portion of the total number of words in Gitxsanimx and it undoubtedly contains some 
errors of spelling and translation. Rather we intend it as an initial reference work for the guidance 
and use of Gitksan people who wish to learn to write their native language in a standard consistent 
manner. We hope that this will be simply the first in a new series of written works in Gitxsanimx, 
the rich expressive language of a proud and noble people.  
 
B 
 
large birch-bark berry basket: n̓oo'o 
basket (for carrying water): hlgwa'alt 
basket (hung from neck): yuusilt 
 
C 
 
cedar bark: hat'al̓ 
cedar rope: ma'ulkw 
cedar tree: am hat'al̓ 
 
R 
 
red cedar tree: sim gan 
root: wist 
a root species: ax 
 
S 
 
to split (trans): his yatst 
to split (intrans): sak' 
to split up, separate (trans): basigan, bisbasigan 
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KWAKIUTL LANGUAGE 

Croes, Dale R. "An Analysis of Kwakiutl Plant Terms." NARN Volume 12, No. 2 (Fall 
1978):178-196. 

ABSTRACT 
 

Kwakiutl plant terms have been analyzed and hypothetically classified according 
to the linguistic markers of stem and suffix. The results indicate that the Kwakiutl 
categorize their plant world in terms of functional considerations, i.e., the use of 
plants or plant product. This contrasts sharply with the scientific method of plant 
classification, which deals mainly with morphological homologies in an 
evolutionary context. The Kwakiutl system allows the anthropologist to determine 
what part of a plant is used and often how it is used. (178)     

dE'nԐyas red cedar, CUP. Thuja 
plicata. 

dEns- cedar 
bark 

most used of plants (A) 
roots, limbs, wood, bark 

de'Ԑwas yellow cedar, CUP. 
Chamaecyparis nootkatensis 

dexỤ- splitting 
wood? 

(A) soft bark for 
clothes, etc. 

ǎnē-was spruce, PIN. Picea sitchensis ǎlēxỤ- to go 
sea 
hunting 

(A) roots (strong, 
pliable) basketry/ropes; 
gum for chewing, wood 

k' !ēEm. grass, GRA.   (A) basket weaving 
k' !a'k'!eLEmԐ. a sedge   (A) basketry 
na'nesEmԐ. a grass, GRA.   (A) basketry 
dzEx ̇ iԐna maidenhair fern, POL. 

Adianthum pedatum 
dzEx(a) to split, 

crack 
(A) roots, stems used to 
imbricate baskets (split 
off) 

k!wāk!waq!a. to try and get cedar wood, 
CUP. Thuja plicata 

kwaq- ? (A) wood for canoes, 
houses, boxes, etc. 
(important) 

k!waxLâԐ. cedar wood, CUP. Thuja 
plicata 

k!waq-  (A) wood for houses, 
canoes, boxes, etc. 

dEna'sԐmEs. red cedar, CUP. Thuja 
plicata 

dEns- cedar 
bark 

(A) use bark, limbs, 
roots, wood, extensively 

de'xUԐmEs. yellow cedar, CUP. 
Chamaecyparis nootkatensis 

dexỤ- yellow 
cedar 
bark 

(A) soft bark for 
clothing, wood carved 

LEGEND: 

Functions of Plants 
 

(A) : Artifact 
 

In the scientific names of the plants, the abbreviated and capitalized three letters 
are the first three letters of the major families. 
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QUILEUTE LANGUAGE 

Powell, J. V. and Fred Woodruff, Sr. "Quileute Dictionary." NARN Memoir 3 (Fall 1976):519 
pp. 

Basketry terms excerpted from "Quileute Dictionary," NARN Memoir 3. 

ENGLISH-QUILEUTE  

basket (lexical suffix). -bay 

basket, a woven basket. t̓síkbay 

basket, woven with wide cedar strips between rows of grass. ʔitá⸱ʔabay 

basket, conical with cross weave (cross-wrap twined weave). t̓salásbay 

basket (type?). chiyá⸱xabay 

basket made with bear grass. t̓at̓á⸱dabay 

basket, used for carrying and storing dried food. hoʔółbay 

basket, vine maple, twilled. bá⸱xwoy 

basket, open-work, vine maple and cedar root, used for packing. ḳáʔwats 

basket, small basket (lexical suffix). -c̓hisaʔ 

basket, twined basket (current style made with raffia). łichc̓hís⸱a 

basket, cedar bark with checkered design. kwoxwó⸱ʔid 

basket, used for carrying and storing dried food. ḳ̓wayic̓hís⸱a 

basket, lace-basket (patterned on pack-basket). t̓salásbay 

basket (watertight). pikwóʔ 

basket, made of cow parsnip stems. t̓łòpítbay 

basket for filling a larger one while picking berries. ʔá⸱ʔawił 

basket, top of walls (body) of basket, top edge. ʔó⸱lilas 
basket, last row of woven strands on cover (where cover curves 
down). p̓alá⸱xaʔ 

basket, hemlock bark for storing elderberries. pó⸱ʔoḳ 

blue basket. t̓łòpt̓sat 

carry a child on top of pack basket held with tumpline. t̓axȧḳwadásłil 

cedar (red). t̓sá⸱pis 

cedars (red). t̓sat̓á⸱pis 
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cedar (white). k̓áłba 

cedar bark. sik̓wó⸱ya 

cedar bark (on tree). t̓sapíschit 

design for baskets (mountain). ʔàʔaxítsḳal 
grass growing near La Push used for warp in baskets (raven 
grass). bayáḳłał, xịtsí 

grass, raffia grass imported for basketmaking. t̓łóxwałał 

put, I put the berries in the basket. hì⸱ḳalís saʔ ḳ҆í⸱t̓sàʔ s ʔítbay 

splitting tool for making grass or straw for baskets. ḳ҆wiḳáłḳwoł 

trimmer for slicing straw for baskets. wacháłḳwoł 

weave, weaving. łichaʔa⸱ 

weave, basket-weaving. łichc̓hí⸱sa 

weave, thread a basket with a needle. t̓síkbay 

weave, bottom weaving. t̓łapó⸱doḳwat 

weave (e.g. baskets, blankets). hó⸱kwal 

weave (braid) with three strands. p̓á⸱xaʔ 

weave with several strands (coiling). tikwóʔwa⸱ 

wet, a bowl for wetting basket material. bó⸱tit 
 

QUILEUTE-ENGLISH 

ʔaʔybítsḳal "design for baskets (mountain)." 

ʔitá⸱ʔabay "basket, woven with wide cedar strips between rows of grass." 

ʔó⸱lilas "basket, top of walls (body) of basket, top edge." 

bá⸱xwoy "basket, vine maple, twilled." 

-bay "basket (lexical suffix)" 

ba⸱yáḳłał, xịtsíʔ "grass growing near La Push used for warp in baskets (raven 
grass)." 

bó⸱tit "wet, a bowl for wetting basket material." 

chiyá⸱xabay "basket (type?)." 

-c̓hisaʔ "basket, small basket (lexical suffix)." 
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hì⸱ḳalís saʔ ḳ҆í⸱t̓sàʔ s ʔítbay "put, I put the berries in the basket." 

hoʔółbay "basket, used for carrying and storing dried food." 

hó⸱kwal "weave (e.g. baskets, blankets)." 

ḳ҆wayic̓hís⸱a "basket, used for carrying and storing dried food." 

ḳ҆wiḳáłḳwoł "splitting tool for making grass or straw for baskets." 

łibí⸱c̓hix "basket, body of a basket." 

łichaʔá⸱ "weave, weaving." 

łichc̓hís⸱a "basket, twined basket (current style made with raffia)." 

pikw óʔ "cedar basket." 

pi⸱kwóʔ "basket (watertight)." 

pitskw óʔ "cedar baskets." 

pó⸱ʔoḳw "basket, hemlock bark for storing elderberries." 

p̓alá⸱xaʔ "basket, last row of woven strands on cover (where cover curves 
down)." 

sikwʔáts "split, sliver something, split up (like cedar bark)." 

sik̓wòyásli "gather, I gather cedar bark." 

t̓at̓á⸱dabay "basket made with bear grass." 

t̓axaḳwadásłil "carry a child on top of pack basket held with tumpline." 

tikwóʔwa⸱ "weave with several strands (coiling)." 

tłapó⸱doḳwat "weave, bottom weaving." 

t̓łòpítbay "basket, made of cow parsnip stems." 

t̓łópt̓sat "blue basket." 

t̓łóxwałał "grass, raffia grass imported for basketmaking." 

t̓salásbay "basket, lace-basket (patterned on pack-basket)." 

t̓sá⸱pis "cedar (red)." 

t̓sapíschit "cedar bark (on tree." 

t̓sat̓⸱pis "cedars (red)." 

tsidaḳaʔá⸱xạs "soften, he softens. (as cedar bark or skin of animal)." 

t̓síkbay "weave, thread a basket with a needle." 

wacháłḳwoł "trimmer for slicing straw for baskets." 
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Part IV 
 

Excerpts of Basketry-Related Material from NARN/JONA Articles 

 

 

 
Mat making needle, Julia Jacobs. 
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THE ETHNOBOTANY OF THE CLALLAM INDIANS OF 
WESTERN WASHINGTON 

MARK S. FLEISHER 
Washington State University 

ABSTRACT 
 

The Clallam Indians of the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, extensively utilized 
their native plant environment. Data were collected from Clallam consultants and 
scholarly works. Plant uses, e.g., food, technology, medicine, are discussed. Plant 
names and general botanical terminology are given in phonetic transcription. 

 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 14, Number 2, pp. 192–210 (1980). 
 
PINACEAE (Pine Family) 
Thuja plicata Donn. (Western Red Cedar) 
Among other things the wood was used for house planks, house posts, roof boards, and canoes; 
the bark for clothes, padding for cradles, sanitary pads, towels, and baskets. The limbs were 
fashioned into rope and small limbs were boiled and the juice ingested for tuberculosis. The root 
was used for coiled and imbricated baskets: "they are split fine and used for the foundation, then 
trimmed more carefully for the sewing element" (Gunther 1945:20). [p. 195] 
 
LILIACEAE (Lily Family) 
Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh) Nutt. (Bear Grass) 
Used for basket construction (AB), it is sometimes dyed yellow with Oregon grape bark (Turner 
1974:7). [p. 196] 
 
TYPHACEAE (Cattail Family) 
Typha latifolia L. (Cattail) 
Used for basket and mat construction (AB). The fleshy interior was eaten raw or cooked in a pit. 
An Indian doctor from Yakima, Washington, used a cattail stem as a spirt-catcher while trying to 
cure an abdominal ulcer (Turner 1974:7). [p. 197] 
 
ACERACEAE (Maple Family) 
Acer circinatum Pursh. (Vine Maple) 
The wood was split and used to construct baskets (Gunther 1945:7). [p. 197] 
 
BERBERIDACEAE (Barberry Family) 
Berberis nervosa Pursh. (Oregon Grape) 
The berries were edible but sour. The bark and roots were boiled to prepare a dye for coloring 
baskets (AB; Gunther 1945:31; Turner 1974:9). [p. 197] 
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BETULACEAE (Birch Family) 
Alnus rubxa Bong. (Red Alder) 
The bark was fashioned into an impromtu basket: a lengthwise piece of bark was cut, sewed up 
the side and sticks put across the bottom; a circular piece of bark was placed over the sticks; a 
handle was made from an alder limb sticking it in across the bottom (Turner 1974:10). [p. 198] 
 
ROSACEAE (Rose Family) 
Prunus emarginata Dougl. (Bitter Cherry) 
The inner bark was scraped and soaked in water; the liquid was ingested as a cure for consumption 
(Gunther 1927:304). The bark was used to imbricate cedar root baskets and was put on cuts as a 
poultice (Turner 1974:14). The bark was fashioned into twine which was used as fishing line (AB). 
[p. 202] 
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ALICE CUNNINGHAM FLETCHER'S 
"ETHNOLOGIC GLEANINGS AMONG THE NEZ PERCES" 

ROBERT LEE SAPPINGTON 
CAROLINE D. CARLEY 

University of Idaho 
ABSTRACT 

 
Alice Cunningham Fletcher was the first anthropologist to work among the Nez 
Perce Indians. She was sent as a Special Agent of the U. S. government to facilitate 
the allotment of the Nez Perce Reservation in north-central Idaho. Based on her 
fieldwork from 1889 to 1892, she prepared two ethnological manuscripts 
concerning diverse aspects of traditional Nez Perce culture, but neither study was 
ever published. This article represents the publication of Alice Fletcher's 
"Ethnologic Gleanings Among the Nez Perces." Comments and clarifications have 
been provided by the editors as indicated. 

 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 29, Number 1, pp. 1–50 (1995). 
 
Nancy said: "We made pottery, shaping it by hand. We dried it in the sun, and then rubbed it with 
salmon scales until it was hard and glossy. We used to cook the skin of the salmon to make glue. 
The men wove the cooking baskets out of split cedar roots; we put hot stones in them and boiled 
the water, and so cooked our food. The women made baskets out of wild rye and rushes. The wild 
rye was made into mats for beds. The people were poor in skins, and the babies were put on these 
mats." [p. 22] 
 
Preparation of Kouse 
 

Kouse roots were dried in the sun. The larger ones were eaten dry. The smaller roots were 
pounded and the meal mixed with water, formed into cakes, and baked over a fire, or else dried in 
the hot sun.50 

For pounding both kouse and camas a stone pestle was used. There were two kinds. The 
short one was called ta-leep-lich; the long one, pe-lee-lie. It is said that the small type was the 
older. The large, saucer-shaped basket had a round opening at the bottom, which was fitted over a 
round flat stone mortar. On this stone the roots were crushed with the stone pestle, the basket 
catching and holding the meal as it was made.51[p. 32]  

                                                 
51 Fletcher' s notebook contains additional details on root preparation as recounted by Celia Rubens on 11 
December 1889: "The stone pestle ... has been used by the old Indians to pound camas, kouse roots out of 
which they make bread. A round flat stone is beded [sic] in the ground so as to steady it. The basket is then 
put over the stone which forms the hollow .. Forked sticks are thrust in the ground to steady the basket, 
from 4 to six are used. This basket was made by the old woman herself ... The stone was given to the old 
woman when she was young by an old man long since dead ... Basket made of willow" (Fletcher n.d.a). On 
18 June 1891 informant Elizabeth Brooks "sells for $2 the pestle belonging to her great grandmother and 
knows not how far back it came..." (Fletcher n.d.a). [p. 48] 
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TRIBES OF WESTERN WASHINGTON  
AND NORTHWESTERN OREGON (1877) 

GEORGE GIBBS 

Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 31, Number 1 and 2, pp. 95–187 (1997). 
 
 The Neeah village, at the time of our visit in January, 1855, consisted of two blocks of four 
or five houses each built close together…. Seal-skins full of oil, baskets of dried halibut and 
salmon, filtches of blubber, whaling apparatus, paddles, bundles of mats, articles of all sorts from 
wrecked vessels, boxes and bags of every description, hung, lay, or stood in endless variety and 
confusion. [p. 120] 
 
 As regards the right of property in houses or goods, their ideas are naturally clearer. The 
maker of anything is its necessary owner until he voluntarily parts with its possession… He has 
his own blankets, she her mats and baskets and generally speaking her earnings belong to her… 
[p. 133] 
 

The kamas season is in the latter part of May and June, and then as well as in the fall when 
the sunflower is dug, the prairies are dotted over with [ladies], each armed with a sharp stake and 
a basket, busily engaged in digging them. [p. 140] 
 

The Makah alone manufacture the cedar-bark into texture suitable for weaving. For this 
purpose, the inner bark is selected, boiled or macerated, and then pounded and hatcheled out. The 
bark is made to form the warp; the woof being made of grass thread. This stuff is pliable, and 
makes a convenient outer garment. Very pretty capes, edged with the sea-otter skin, are made of-
it. This tribe also are the principal manufacturers of the cedar mats, which are used on the Sound. 
These are entirely of bark, formed into narrow strips, and woven on the floor. They are thin and 
perfectly even in texture. The other tribes employ for mats two kinds of rushes, the fiat or common 
cat-tail, and the round or tulé. These are used for a great variety of purposes, as to line their canoes, 
for beds, covering for goods, temporary huts, &c. In fact, an Indian's roll of mats is his constant 
traveling companion. Of baskets, they make, or rather did make until lately, an almost endless 
variety, many of them of beautiful texture, tasteful shape, and ornamented with colored figures. 
Some were used as pails, and even to boil in, being filled with water, and heated stones thrown in. 
[p. 167] 
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CHEHALIS AREA TRADITIONS, A SUMMARY OF 
THELMA ADAMSON'S 1927 ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTES 

JAY MILLER 
Lushootseed Research 

ABSTRACT 
 

Ethnographic materials on the aboriginal inhabitants of the Chehalis River and 
environs are assembled here from the 1927 notes by Thelma Adamson to include 
the topics of environment, foods, rankings, life cycle, interactions, religion, native 
doctors, potlatch, and tales, both native and French derived. An appendix adds 
materials from other sources, and a finding aid lists subtopics. 
 

Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 33, Number 1, pp. 1–72 (1999). 
 
Cowlitz 
 
Cowlitz were rich, with many horses and packed storehouses. Each kind of food had a separate 
house, such as for dry camas, dried berries, dried fish, dried venison, or for hide blankets {120 ly}. 
They had five good salmon creeks with prized trap locations. They owned many shells, horns, 
beaver pelts, deer hides, baskets, songs, and names {121 ly}. [p. 9]. 
 
Woodworking 
 
Cedar bark was pried off trees in June and July when it was loose. Strips should be wide, up to six 
inches or the width of two hands for use as soft baskets, women's aprons, and shredded towels 
{286 ph}. Women mostly did the work, but men helped if needed. [p. 12] 
 
Clothing 
 
Some used a basket hat. Taitnapam women wore nice basket hats that were all white, all yellow, 
or white and black, made by Cowlitz matrons {122 ly}. [p. 13] 
 
Fishing Gear 
 
Basketry cylinder traps, made of interlaced hoops, were set in the water to hold salmon until they 
could be gathered. [p. 14] 
 
Baskets 

Upper Chehalis made soft and hard baskets {7 mi}, along with mats. Soft ones, with a 
bottom woven of roots and grass sides, were used to pick berries in the mountains. Cowlitz 
women's hats were woven of grass and willow bark twine. 

Hard baskets were used for cooking [1576]. The Upper Chehalis only began to make hard 
baskets with imbrications after they saw that whites wanted to buy them. They copied Wynoochee 
and Lower Cowlitz baskets {36 ph, 125 ly}. Mrs. Heck learned to make them from Minnie Case's 
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mother. Hard spruce [hemlock] twined baskets [728] may have once come from the Gray's Harbor 
or Satsop region, but spruce does not grow in the Chehalis neighborhood {37 ph}. 

A quick pack basket for firewood was made of little cedar limbs, split and twisted into an 
open weave. Other hasty baskets, assembled as needed for berries and such, were made with any 
flexible bark {191 md}. Either men or women could make such an emergency basket, according 
to Mrs. Youckton. 

Women made small mats [735] of cedarbark or cattails to use for drying food, such as 
berries, or for a table cloth on the floor when serving food {190 md}, also baskets filled with 
shredded cedar bark to sell to gamblers {286 ph}. 

Sweet grass itself [1427 qaqcxw] came from the Harbor, where it grew in the mud {49 
mmd} and was gathered in during the months from July to September. Women would pull it out, 
wash it, clean it, and hang it in a shed to dry slowly. If left in the sun, the grass would break up too 
quickly. Sweet grass was used as attractive trimming. At a marriage exchange between the inlaws, 
the half that was the bride's mother's gifts were trimmed baskets, some with beads inside. 

Mountain grass [115] was gathered at Skokomish in the old days, but, if they had the 
chance, it was best gathered in August on Mt. Rainier, when mountain berries were also {50 mmd} 
ripe. People traded a dress, cloth, or skirt for it. 

Cedar bark was dyed red with alder, or black by burying it in mud. Rusty cans, stove lids, 
and old rusty kettles were also used to dye cedar bark {50 mmd}. Mountain grass was dyed yellow 
by soaking it overnight in boiled Oregon grape bark {79 ph?}. Special dyes were gotten from 
Taholah (Quinault). 

By 1927, people used a store bought coloring (Diamond brand name), but such commercial 
dye did not fix as well with sweet grass as it did with raffia. In 1927, baskets were made and traded 
for cloth, household goods, curtains, or maybe a chair. Chehalis made a modem basket of mountain 
grass, woven over ribs of cattails and covered with designs all over. 

A twined market basket was made of white sweet grass by Mrs. Williams, who used cedar 
bark with mountain grass over a bottom of raffia on back {95 mpw}. 

Basketry designs were passed down in families. Women did not dream or envision new 
ones {189 md}. [p. 16] 
 
Foods – Salmon 
 
 Women dried the fish over a slow fire, then packed it in cedarbark or cattail open-work 
baskets. Sometimes, the fish was packed carefully, layer by layer, at an end of the house. [p. 17] 
 
Foods – Plants 
 

Berries were picked into baskets lined with leaves {96 mpw}. Each fall, everyone went to 
pick in the mountains. Old women picked the first ones and held a feast. After everyone brought 
their dried berries back home, more feasts were held, served out of wooden troughs {132 js}. 

Red elderberries were "canned" in soft baskets shingled with layers of maple leaves {270 
ph} and kept fresh by being submerged in a slough, where thieves sometimes poked for them… 
Spruce roots were dug up for making baskets.  

Willow roots were ground up fine to make tinder for starting fires {124 ly}, and the inner 
bark began to be used for basket trim, dyed black, instead of using rope or a quick, convenient 
twine. [p. 20] 
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Teachings 
 
 Every evening in good families, children heard "teachings," mostly about being helpful and 
energetic, particularly with the elderly {4 mi}. "Help out, wherever and whenever you can! When 
you visit, do housework, split firewood, or get water. Eat whatever is put in front of you. If a 
woman is making a basket and leaves the room, work on the basket to help her. Also, when you 
are host, give people good food and a nice time." [p. 26] 
 
First Menstruation (M1) 
 
 The M1 worked hard, often preparing fibers and making both soft and hard baskets. She 
gave these baskets to old women so they would pray that she have a long life. [p. 28] 
 
Marriage 
 
 Families exchanged goods at a wedding. The parents provided half of the gifts for their 
side, the other half coming from their relations {2 mi}. The exchange was not equal; the groom's 
side gave more then the bride's since she went home with them. Gifts were mats, blankets, baskets, 
elk skins, beads, and foods. [p. 30] 
 
Marriage Examples 
 
 Mary Iley's mother's father (a Taitnapam named watatanx) had four wives, only two of 
whom had children {11 mi}. The oldest wife had two daughters and the other one was her own 
grandmother, whose daughter was Mary's mother. The oldest drove one wife away and fought with 
the others, who were cousins. She beat them, and cut up baskets they were working on. 
 Once, her grandmother had worked on a coiled hard basket that she kept hidden, but the 
oldest wife found it and cut it up. The grandmother shouted, "You treat me like a dog. You slashed 
my hard work. Now I will beat you for good." The women fought while the husband had Mary's 
mother in her cradleboard. Her grandmother struck the oldest in the face, getting the best of her. 
The husband tried to separate them but her grandmother knocked him down. He took his knife and 
slashed her arm to the bone in three places. [p. 32] 
 
Adult Duties 
 
 Women mostly managed their households, but some females got spirit powers to doctor or 
to excel at basketry, berrying, or tanning {121, 128 ly]. Women's work was to get plant foods, tan 
deer or elk hides, make mats or baskets, shred cedar bark, and sew clothes. [p. 33] 
 
Death 
 In the old days, corpses were put into canoes placed in trees, such as one at Gate City when 
Marion Davis was young {53 md}. Sometimes the canoe was cut in half to make a bottom and a 
top {76 ph?}. Once secured among tree limbs, other family members who died might be added to 
the canoe, which had holes bored in the bottom for drainage. Any grave goods put with the 
deceased were broken or damaged, sometimes by nailing them to the tree, so their connection with 
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the family would be broken and they would be whole in the afterworld {244 ph}. A woman's 
favorite basket was put on a pole to wave in the wind {370 ds}. [p. 34] 
 

Crane and Xwane. Always tell two stories before they stop {177 mh}. Published, pp. 145-
146 No. 78, as "Xwan and Crane (Second Version)," Upper Chehalis. Xwane, Crane, and three 
others stayed at Scatter Creek. One day after gorging on blackberries, they all went to sleep on a 
sandbar until Xwane woke them up yelling the Qwa'qw are coming, four times. Then he too fell 
asleep and the Basket Ogress (Sqwaqwsma'ikk) came the fifth time and put them all in her basket. 
The other three escaped as she went under tree branches where they could lift themselves out. At 
her home, Xwane and Crane were treated well to fatten them up. Xwane planned to have Crane 
fall ill to sing his tahmanawus song after the house was entirely clean and plugged with moss and 
pitch. Her four sisters were to be invited. Crane put a tongue-flicking snake around his head, 
singing about it. Then Xwane took sick, spitting chewed bark onto his chest to look like he was 
spitting up blood. They danced continuously for four nights and the sisters fell into a deep sleep. 
Then Crane and Xwane set fire to the house so all the women exploded and burned up. Later these 
men ground up all the ashes to protect the future world. [The sense is that by eating berries straight 
from the bushes, they had no defense from the Basket Ogress.] [p. 58] 
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NATIVE LEGENDS OF OREGON AND WASHINGTON 
COLLECTED BY FRANZ BOAS 

Introduction and Notes 
ANN G. SIMONDS 

University of Oregon 
 

Translation 
RICHARD L. BLAND 

Heritage Research Associates 

ABSTRACT 
 

The oral narratives translated here were published by Franz Boas in 1893. They 
were recorded in 1890 and 1891 on summer trips to Oregon and Washington. Out 
of the number he collected at this time these were chosen for publication in order 
to not only present some of the cultural variability found in the North Pacific culture 
area, but also to demonstrate the spread of certain northern mythological elements, 
e.g. characters and plots, into the southern portion of the area. The diffusion of this 
content supported certain of Boas's conceptions of the area: its southern extent, its 
nature and degree of cultural uniformity and the direction of its culture change. 

 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 33, Number 1, pp. 85-104 (1999). 

 
When all the fish were city, they packed them into five bundles and started to travel over 

the mountain to another camp. Crane carried his bundles one after another over the mountain. But 
Qoniqone said to his cousin: "I'll make them go by themselves." He put the salmon in a basket and 
told the basket to go ahead. At this the basket began to climb up the mountain. But when it reached 
the top, it began to roll faster and faster down the mountain until it finally fell into the river, where 
the salmon came back to life and swam away. Qoniqone tried to hold them back, but they pulled 
him into the water and he almost drowned. When he had safely reached the shore again, he said: 
"Certainly Crane has gotten the best of me in this way! From now on baskets will no longer go by 
themselves. When people want to move a load, they will have to carry it laboriously from place to 
place. Even I couldn't hold them back" (Adamson 1934:255-257, 387). [p. 90] 

 
He went on and saw a person who had been wounded by two arrows. After some time he 

met a man. The latter said: "Oh, my son-in-law, have you seen the game I'm pursuing?" He replied: 
"I haven't seen anything. I only met a man who had two arrows stuck in him." "That's my game. If 
you go on, follow this path. You'll come to a crossroad. Don't go the other way." He went on and 
after a short while met a mountain goat that had been hit with two arrows. Then he again met a 
man. The latter again said: "My son-in-law, have you seen my game?" "Yes, I saw it." "That's our 
way. Go here and not the other way." The young man now went on and came to the crossroad. He 
went to the left and found many human bones. There was a terrible smell the entire way. Finally 
he found a house. He entered and looked for a washbasin. He washed himself and now looked for 
a comb. He found none but then saw a large basket. He thought: Maybe the comb is in here. He 
opened the basket and took out five cloaks. Then he found a woman. She was decorated all over 
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with human bones. In her hair were tied ornaments made of children's bones. She gave him a comb 
that was also made of human bones. He combed his hair and put the cloaks back into the basket, 
which he hung up again. The woman was the Moon. He stayed there. After some time he heard a 
noise as if someone outside had thrown something down. Then he saw that five men had arrived, 
each of whom threw down a dead person in front of the house. It was the sons of the Evening Star 
who lived in this house. Finally the father, the evening star himself, also came back. Suddenly the 
basket began to swing back and forth. So the old man said: "Ach!" Again the basket swung and 
again he said: "Ach! Oh, my sons. Let your sister down. Something must have happened to her." 
They let her down and set her by the newcomer. They gave the latter a basket full of human eyes. 
But he thought: I will leave them. The next morning all the young men went away. He left the 
house and retraced his route. Then he found the other path. There he saw bones of mountain goats 
and it smelled good along the entire way. After a while he came to a house. He went in and wanted 
to wash. He found a washbowl, washed himself, and wanted to comb his hair. He found no comb 
and saw a basket from which he took five blankets. There he found a woman who was completely 
covered with dentalia. She gave him a comb. He combed his hair and put the comb and the blankets 
back into the basket, which he again hung up. The woman was the Sun. Toward evening he heard 
a noise as when someone throws down heavy loads. Then five men came in who had brought home 
mountain goats, which they threw down. It was the sons of the Morning Star. After a while the 
basket began to swing. So the old man said: "Ach, let your sister down. Something must have 
happened to her." They freed the basket and took their sister out and set her by the newcomer. He 
took her as his wife and remained there. Then the Evening Star came with his relatives and declared 
war on the Morning Star. But they overcame the Evening Star and shamed his daughter, the Moon. 
They said: "You shall shine for people only at night when they use the toilet. You're not as exalted 
as I. I shine for the chiefs when they exchange gifts with each other." So the Moon went home and 
the foreigner stayed with the Sun, the daughter of the Morning Star. 

After some time she bore two children who were joined together in the middle. One day 
the Sun sat with her husband in front of the house, and she said to him: "Come, I'll delouse you." 
He sat down and dug his fingers into the earth. He made a hole there and looked down. He saw 
houses and thought: Ah, maybe that's my father's village. He said to his wife: "Let me go." He 
went into the house and lay down. Since he did not get up again at all, his father-in-law asked the 
wife: "Are you mad at your husband?" "No, he's homesick." "Oh, my son-in-law, why didn't you 
say so? Bring the old woman willow bark." From this the spider made ropes and wove a large 
basket. She was brought more willow bark, and she made a long rope. When this was completed, 
the Morning Star laid cloaks in the basket and had his daughter, his son-in-law, and the children 
sit down in it. Then the basket was let down and they landed on the earth. 

They climbed out of the basket and soon found a child who was playing with a bow and 
arrow. The woman took away his arrow and hid it. The boy cried: "Give me my arrow, Bluejay. 
I'm poor." The woman said: "Oh, come here. Who are you?" "Oh, I have no brother. A long time 
ago Akasqinaqena took my older brother." "That's me, that's me." "No, it is you, Bluejay." 
[Apparently the blind boy thinks his brother is Bluejay.] So his sister-in-law took him and blew on 
his face, and he could see again. She gave him a small cloak of mountain goat wool and said: "Now 
go home and bring your parents here." The boy went and said: "My older brother has come back." 
Upon hearing this his mother cried. "Bluejay has gotten the best of you." The boy replied: "Just 
look at my cloak." She felt his cloak and noticed that it was soft. "Maybe he really has returned?" 
"Certainly, certainly, and I'm supposed to fetch you. My sister-in-law sent me." So he took his 
parents and the woman breathed on their faces. They were then able to see again. She said: "Now 
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go in the house and make a fire." They obeyed. Then the newcomers went into their house. They 
brought all their belongings with them. Then Bluejay opened the door and besmirched the 
threshold. The woman said: "Take a torch and hit him." The boy did this and Bluejay screamed: 
"Woe, I'm burned! Certainly your older brother has returned." He looked back and saw the young 
man. So he ran to all the houses and cried: "Our chief has returned." Then the young man invited 
all the people and gave away many cloaks. The people saw his children. They stood up together 
and sat down together. Then Bluejay said to his brother, Robin: "What do you think? I'll cut them 
apart. Then we'll have two chiefs." The former replied: "Be still. Only you would think of 
something like that." Three times Bluejay repeated what he had said, and Robin forbade him each 
time. But one day he took a knife and cut the boys apart. One went to one side, the other to the 
other side; their intestines fell to the ground and they died. The woman saw it and looked at 
Bluejay. He burned up immediately. She said: "I'm going back home now. When a chief dies you 
will see one of my children. When two chiefs die you will see both." The boys were changed into 
parhelia [a parhelion is a bright circular spot on a solar halo]. [pp. 100-102]  
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SUQUAMISH TRADITIONS 

JAY MILLER 
Lushootseed Research 

with Warren Snyder 

ABSTRACT 
 

Ethnographic materials on the aboriginal inhabitants of Suquamish on the Kitsap 
Peninsula across from the city of Seattle are assembled here from rechecked 1952-
1954 notes by Warren Snyder to include the topics of Economy, Technology, 
Society by Rank, Age and Gender, Intertribal Relations, Medicine, Ritual, Folklore, 
and War Tales. An appendix adds another battle account and a finding aid lists 
elders and subtopics. 

 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes 33(1):105-175 (1999). 
 
Drying {jj} 

Berries were treated in the same way meat was cooked. They laid fern on sticks and then 
put the berries (buckle, black, salmon) on top. They turned the berries over every so often until 
they were thoroughly dry. Then they were stored in hard baskets for winter use. When they wanted 
to use some dried berries, they soaked them in water and smashed them in a hard basket with a 
piece of wood used just for this purpose. [p. 109] 
 
Salmon {jj} 

Soup…They put the soup in a big, hard basket. They had certain baskets for eating soups, 
usually round and three feet wide. Julia's father had one. Everyone sat around the same basket to 
eat the soup. They used wooden spoons, big around with a short handle. Each person had their 
own spoon to dip into the soup. [pp. 109-110] 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Fibers {jj} 
Soft Baskets. These were made of dried cattails. They started weaving them at the base. When they 
had finished a flat bottom, they turned the cattails up and continued the weaving for the walls. The 
top was finished in a different way, braided around the edge. These over one/under one twill-
woven containers were made in different shapes, for different purposes, mostly storage since they 
did not hold water. They were decorated by dyeing the cattails. Wild Oregon grape gave a yellow 
color, and wild cherry bark a brown one. These ingredients were boiled to bring out the color. 
Clam Baskets. These were made of cedar boughs, with a checkerboard weave on the bottom. The 
boughs were then brought up the side and two stripes were woven around them, every inch or so, 
to give the basket shape. It was a very loose weave to let out the water and grit from the clams. 
Julia made hers with a handle like a shopping basket. 
Hard Baskets. These were water proof and made of cedar roots split into long, even stripes. These 
were the easiest to use. They were dried in the sun to season them. To make the foundation, a 
number of them were bunched together. An awl or another sharp point was used to make holes in 
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this long bundle to be able to sew on the outside covering and designs. This sewing also held the 
bundles together to form the basket. In modem times they have used a punch with an iron needle 
as the point to make the holes. Before this the awl was of bone. The sewing made the bundles coil 
around to make a flat bottom before they were piled on top of each other to make the sides. The 
shape of the bottom determined the shape of the basket, oblong or round. 

The sewing alternatively went through the bundles and then over them to fasten the basket 
together. The finished outer coating was a nice, even pattern of stitches. The decoration used 
colored stitches woven into the exterior. Colors used were red of wild cherry bark, white of a dried 
mountain grass, and yellow of Oregon grape roots. All these were boiled in water. Designs were 
usually geometrical and sometimes intricate. These baskets were used to carry and store water, 
make salmon soup, and stone boil food.  
Mats. Cattails [olal] were sewn together with a long wooden needle about 2 1/2 feet long and 
called p̓ac̓ad. It had a hole in one end and was sharp on the other. They were made from the branch 
of a bush called qacaqwac, ironwood. Julia had the one used by her foster mother (Fig. 1). It had 
a triangular cross section and was slightly bent, l/2 inch thick in the middle and 3/4 inch wide. 
[The mat creaser is called x̩adalusəd = "push over the face of it" + instrument suffix = "something 
for."] 

The cattails were gathered in the fall, about September. They were best then because they 
were strong and stiff. They grew at Jefferson Head, at Indianola just west of Julia's, at Richmond 
Beach [stubus], at Edmonds, and at the mouth of the Duwamish where they were best of all. All 
of these places were also Suquamish territory and they harvested cattails there from their canoes. 
They were spread and dried in the sun. When dry, they were split into strings. They took a cattail, 
doubled it, and then rubbed it on the thigh under a hand. This string was tied into the hole in the 
needle. The other dried cattails were laid side by side on the ground. They used string to tie the 
ends of the cattails together. When these were secured, they ran the needle through rows of cattails 
and pulled the thread through. They used several needles to make holes at even intervals along 
each cattail. When all of the needles were in place, they turned the mat over and sewed it on the 
other side. They used the mats for beds, piled several layers thick to about six inches. They rolled 
up mats to make pillows. [pp. 113-115] 
 
Basketry Hats {eg} 

These hats were used for protection from rain or sunshine, woven of cedar root like a hard 
basket. Women wore them, maybe men, too, but Ellen and Wilson were not sure. The hat had the 
shape of an hourglass or an X. Ellen's half-sister, a Suquamish, had such a hat (Fig. 2). [p. 115-
116] 
 
 While she was there [i.e., back home], she worked on baskets and other tasks. If she didn't 
do this during the change in her life, she would always be lazy and not want to work. [p. 131] 
 
Division of Labor {eg} 

baskets = women made them and got their own material like cedar boughs, bark, grasses, 
and roots [men made the open work clamming baskets]. [p. 134] 
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Fig. 1. Mat making needle, Julia Jacobs. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Basketry hat, Ellen George. 
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Chipmunk and the Basket Ogress {ja} 
A Chipmunk went out to pick berries and his grandmother warned him, "When you go 

berry picking, don't sing." But when he got to the blackberries, he started to sing anyway, "The 
ripe ones I'm going to eat here and the unripe ones I'm going to save for my grandmother." 

The Basket Ogress [skale] was a wild woman who used to chase children. She heard 
Chipmunk and chased him. (If you go where there are black berries, you'll still hear the chipmunks 
singing this song, going chunk, chunk, and so on.) She was going to eat the boy. Before he knew 
anyone was around, she grabbed and got him at the back of the head. But he ran up a tree and 
slipped out of her hands. She scratched him from head to tail and that is why chipmunks now have 
those stripes along the back. 

She was at the foot of the tree watching for him when he came down. So, he took a cone 
from the tree and threw it a ways from the tree. She went after this and Chipmunk got away. When 
she realized she had gone the wrong way, she looked for traces and saw him going. She chased 
him. 

He got home to his grandmother all tired out. He pleaded, "You hide me. Hide me! She is 
right behind me!" Grandmother covered him with a clam shell. She scolded him, "I told you not 
to sing when you go berry picking. Now she's come after you." 

When she came, she too was tired and said, "I can smell that boy. He's here! He's here!" 
But the grandmother said, "He's not here." So the Ogress went away. [p. 164] 
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RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF SALISH AESTHETICS 

HELMI JUVENON 
Edited by Jay Miller 

ABSTRACT 
 

Helmi Juvenon (1903-1985), Finnish American artist and eccentric, was, with Mark 
Tobey, Morris Graves, George Tsutakawa, and others, a founder of the Northwest 
School of Art. By the 1930s, she was drawn to Northwest native peoples for 
inspiration, later joining, in the 1940s and 1950s, with the Seattle artist community 
and members of the Burke Museum and University of Washington Department of 
Anthropology in regularly attending native winter spirit dances on both sides of the 
Washington-British Columbia border, but most were careful to leave no notes of 
these highly sensitive events. Sometime after April of 1947, however, Helmi was 
so moved at Malahat, just north of Victoria on the Saanich Peninsula, that she 
synthesized her vivid observations with extensive readings on circumboreal 
peoples to produce the following manuscript of great art historical and 
anthropological value because much of what she says remains alive but 
unpublishable. While her text concentrates on Straits Salish communities, her other 
experiences closer to Seattle at Swinomish and Muckleshoot have clearly informed 
her discussion. As the work of an artist, long institutionalized, rather than a degreed 
anthropologist, her perspective, based in emotions and images, prefigures much of 
post-Modernism. [Square-bracketed insertions update and clarify differences in 
these perspectives, along with noting titles listed at the end.] 

 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 34, Number 1, pp. 17–48 (2000). 
 
Spirit Contacts 
 
Women as well as men could acquire spirit-guardians who helped in weaving, basketry, clam 
digging, and serving food. [p. 23] 
 
Potlatch Houses 
 
A high shelf ran all around the house and was used for baskets in which were stored dried berries, 
roots, clams, fish, and meat. [p. 38] 
 
 There were two makes of baskets, twined and coiled. Coiled baskets had a firm foundation 
of cedar root and were imbricated in different colors. Red was obtained from cedar roots, white 
from bear or Indian grass, black from horsetail roots, and brown from wild cherry. 
 Geometrical designs varied and were [very] developed, being inspired by guardian spirits 
or those tribally used. Of late, symbolic meaning has been read into patterns but originally they 
were without symbolic significance. [All women of a family had names and meanings attached to 
the designs used in their baskets, though these were not commonly known or shared.] 

 Cat-tail mats covered the walls, sleeping bunks, and the floor where people sat. [p.40]  
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A SUMMER TRIP AMONG THE WESTERN INDIANS 
(The Wanapaker Expedition, Chapter IV: Oregon: Portland;  

Washington: Tacoma, Seattle, Makah Reservation) 

STEWART CULIN 
University of Pennsylvania 

1901 A Summer Trip Among the Western Indians. Bulletin of the Free Museum of Science and 
Art of the University of Pennsylvania, 3(3): 143–164. (1901) 
 
Northwest Anthropological Research Notes, Volume 34, Number 1, pp. 113–135 (2000). 
 
 Judge Wickersham's loan collection of Indian baskets is the only thing of real interest in 
all this curious medley. [p. 116] 
 
Neah Bay 
 
 The existing house is a dingy place, one huge room into which the daylight penetrates only 
through chinks and crevices…. Large baskets of fresh halibut beads were on the floor. [p. 120–
121] 
 
 One old woman in the large house was weaving baskets, an industry which occupies many 
of the women. These baskets are manufactured from eel grass, plain white and dyed in different 
colors with aniline obtained from the trader. The common form is cylindrical with a woven cover. 
They are made for sale and find a ready market at the Indian curio stores in the cities. The tools 
employed are extremely simple: a disk of wood the size of the bottom of the basket as a pattern, a 
fiat stone used as a hammer, and a bit of wood, with two metal blades close together, used to split 
the basketry material. We procured a great variety of mats and baskets made of cedar bark. 
Whaling tackle is kept in a large square flat bag of woven cedar bark. Burden baskets are made of 
spruce roots or cedar twigs, loosely woven and suspended by a band which passes over the 
forehead. These bands are worked in colored worsted in ornamental patterns. The cedar bark mats 
are of large size and are amazingly cheap and beautiful. [p. 121] 
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MICROSCOPY ANALYSIS IN IDENTIFYING CUTTING, 
SCRAPING, AND WHITTLING ACTIVITIES ON FLAKE TOOLS 

FROM THE Qwu?gwəs (45-TN-240) SITE NEAR OLYMPIA 

GERMÁN LÖFFLER 

ABSTRACT 
Three use wear attributes are observed on flake tools after whittling, scraping, and 
cutting actions to determine weather each activity leaves a signature "wear-mark" 
on the flake tool. Then, these observed attributes are utilized in a discriminant 
function analysis (DFA) and applied to the archaeological record of lithic flake 
tools from the Qwu?gwǝs (Qwu?gwes in the Roman alphabet) (45-TN-240) site 
assemblage to ascertain possible flake tool use. Blind test demonstrate that the DFA 
applied to model the Qwu?gwǝs flake tool's activities, correctly classifies each flake 
tool to its corresponding action approximately 72% of the time. As suggested by 
the DFA, the flake tools from Qwu?gwǝs were likely used in cutting and scraping 
activities. Future work attempts to apply this sort of modeling on similar collection 
of flake-tool collections-particularly with sites associated with similar 
(Lushootseed) cultural affiliations-on sites temporally expanding as far back as 
possible. 
 

Journal of Northwest Anthropology, Volume 42, Number 1, pp. 85–107 (2008). 
 
Introduction 
 The Squaxin Island Tribe has named 45-TN-240 as the "Qwu?gwǝs" site-commonly 
translated to mean a "coming together, sharing." The Qwu?gwǝs site is located in Washington state 
at the southern end of the Puget Sound, at the head of Eld Inlet, approximately 4.5 mi. west of 
Olympia (Fig. 1). The site is approximately a 100 m long shell midden exposed on a beach front. 
The site contains a: buried waterlogged portion in the intertidal zone with excellent preservation 
of wood and fiber artifacts. The sensitive basketry and cordage styles recovered from the site show 
close similarities to basketry styles from sites of Lushootseed speaking Coast Salish peoples 
extending back some 3,000 years ago (Croes, Kelly, and Collard 2005). [p. 85] 
 
Association 

The site contains artifacts and components typical of central Northwest Coast Late Period 
components (Kelly 2005; Vargo 2005). Preservation of artifacts in the waterlogged portion of the 
site have allowed recovery of large amounts of perishable artifacts including nets, cordage, two-
strand string net made of the twisted inner bark of western redcedar, with pieces, woodchips of 
various kinds-the majority of which are western redcedar, cherry bark strips artifacts and basketry. 
There are three main types of basketry found at the site: 1) redcedar bark checker weave mating; 
2) open-twisted redcedar splint baskets, and 3) fine twill weave bark basketry (Foster and Croes 
2004; Croes, Kelly, and Collard 2005). Basketry production debris consists of western redcedar 
(Thuja plicata) bark strips, bough-or root-splints, and cherry bark strips (Prunus emarginata) 
Occasionally these artifacts are found with discarded flake tools in the same strata. [p. 86] 
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Ethnographic Accounts and Cultural Expert Consultation 
 
 One example of careful observation on artifact production comes from Elmendorf notes on 
cordage; Unfortunately Elmendorf (1960: 195) also notes his ignorance on the tool used in cordage 
production: "vegetable fibers, used for cord, were also prepared by chopping and were scraped 
before twisting, but the details of this process are quite uncertain." [p.87] 
 

The European ethnographic sources are uninformed as to what the flake tools at Qwu?gwǝs 
could have been used for. More knowledgeable on what those flake tools might have been used 
for are cultural experts like Suquamish master basketry weaver Ed Carriere and Squaxin master 
wood carver Andrea Wilbur-Sigo. Both Ed Carriere and Andrea Wilbur-Sigo kindly agreed to 
experiment with some of the replicated flakes in their perspective expertise and to share their 
experiences regarding the use of those tools. 

Early in basketry production, the raw material gathered must be prepared into manageable 
components. Ed Carriere explained that for basket production the gathered limbs and roots of 
spruce and cedar are split into boughs. Carriere suggested that a larger than the replicated flakes 
tool would most likely start the split, but after halving the limb or root and the halving it again, he 
was ready to start removing the imperfections of the soon-to-be-bough: "a little sharp stone like 
that would be used to shave off the rough spots and thick spots [of the bough]" (Ed Carriere 25 
April 2007, pers. comm.) (Fig. 2). [p. 88] 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
 

Squaxin and Suquamish cultural experts identified that cutting, scraping, and whittling 
actions possibly helped shape the western redcedar boughs artifacts and cherry bark strips artifacts 
found at Qwu?gwǝs. These actions are best done with a flake tool. This cultural knowledge provided 
a great start in this attempt in identifying these actions on the Qwu?gwǝs flake tools from microwear 
attributes observed on a replicated experimental set and modeled onto the archaeological record 
via discriminant function analysis. [p. 102] 
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Fig. 1. Map of Qwu?gwəs. [p. 86] 
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Fig. 2. Ed Carriere utilizing a replicated flake tool on a redcedar bough. Cedar basket behind 
him. (Photo courtesy of Dale R. Croes). [p. 89] 
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Part V 

 

Basketry-Related Articles from NARN/JONA 

 

 

 
Locations and general phases/time periods of major explored wet sites on the Northwest Coast of North 
America. This map denotes regions of ancient basketry style continuity on the Northwest Coast and 
locations where self-barbed bentwood fishhooks have been reported (see Croes 2001). 
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HISTORIC PERIOD PLATEAU CULTURE TREE PEELING 
IN THE WESTERN CASCADES OF OREGON 

ERIC 0. BERGLAND 
Willamette National Forest 

Blue River Ranger District, Blue River, OR 

Abstract 

Living, culturally-modified trees can provide direct evidence for ethnohistoric 
land use patterns in the Pacific Nortliwest. Peeled cedars and hemlocks were 
documented in the McKenzie River drainage of the western Cascades near 
Blue River, Oregon. Over 40 trees at Hidden Lake exhibit peeling patterns 
directly comparable to those observed near Mt. Adams on the Gifford 
Pinchot National Forest in western Washington, where cedar bark was 
peeled, primarily as hucklebeny basket material. An estimation of bark scar 
size as 1t relates to basket size is advanced, based on measurements of two 
twentieth-century folded bark baskets, made about 1908 and 1989. 

Archival research, interviews, and unyublished forest ranger memoirs 
indicate that a Warm Springs Indian (or his descendents) named Tullux 
Holliquilla probably used the site. Utilization of the Hidden Lake trees, at 
some distance from the Warm Springs Reservation, represents a successful 
adaptive response by Warm Sprin~s people to tlie rapidly changitlg 
economic, social, and political realities of the tum-of-the-cen~ Pacific 
Northwest. Tree-ring dates establish a latter period of occupation, ending 
about 1946. 

Introduction 

Culturally-modified livin~ trees can provide information concerning human 
behavioral patterns. Such behavioral patterns include cambium gathering for food (White 
1954; Martorano 1981; Churchill 1983), raw material gathering for basketry or matting 
(Gunther 1945; Schlick 1984; Mack and Hollenbeck 1985), or tool stock procurement for 
bow staves (Wilke 1985). In the Pacific Northwest, living peeled trees can provide dates for 
such cultural gathering activities, through use of growth ring counting (Churchill 1983; 
Hicks 1985; Mack and Hollenbeck 1985; Davis 1990). Either through increment boring (a 
standard forestry practice) or counting rings on wedges cut from harvested trees, the 
difference between the number of growth rings to the peeling scar and growth rings to the 
live side of the tree is the approximate age of the bark removal. 

Trees along the southern shore of Hidden Lake, in the McKenzie river drainage of 
Oregon's western Cascade Mountains, show evidence of systematic bark peeling (Bergland 
1989a, 1990) (Fig. 1). Of the 42 peeled trees, 39 are western redcedar (Thuja plicata), 
while 3 are western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla ). The peeled trees are clustered near a 
small inlet stream and just upslope (Fig. 2). 

What follows are descriptions and dates of the peeled trees at Hidden Lake, 
functional interpretations of the peelings, and interpretations of the cultural context and 
identity of the Native American people who used the site. The findinis of the study relate 
directly to the cultural dynamics of the tum-of-the-century ethnohistonc period. 
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Description and Interpretation 

Forty-two trees were positively identified as cultural resources in this study. They 
exhibit a variety of debarking scars of the following types suggested by Mack and 
Hollenbeck (1985:4-5) (Fig. 3): 

Type I - cut marks across the base of the scar; removal scar tapers to a point 
up the tree trunk; 

Type II -- rectangular, square, or with an angled top cut; cut marks along the 
top and bottom of the scar; 

Type m - combinations of two or more scar types, most commonly a Type I 
and a Type II; scars are contiguous, but do not completely encircle the tree; 
often there are indications that an earlier scar had begun to heal at the edges 
and then another strip was removed; 

Type IV -- the scars completely girdle the tree; cut marks are at the top and 
bottom of the scar; can be from smgle or multi-year peelings. 

Of the 42 peeled trees along the southern mar~ of Hidden Lake, 28 were studied 
in detail, while the remainin~ 14 are very badly detenorated. Table 1 and the description 
that follows focus on the 28 mtact trees. The majority of the trees (54%) exhibit a Type II 
rectangular scar (Figs. 4, 5), followed by Type ill combination scars (29%) (Figs. -6, 7), 
Type IV girdled scars (14%) (Fig. 8), and Type I long strips (4%). The hemlocks show a 
variant of the Type II rectangular scar (Fig. 9). 

The eight Type III trees with combination scars exhibit a complex scar pattern and 
most indicate successive peelings. Of those Type m scars, 14 of the 19 are Type II 
rectangular scars, and five are Type I strip scars. - "The four girdled cedar trees were· lcilled 
by the peeling. Of these four trees, two show the effects of successive Type II peelings. 

In summary, the 28 studied trees show a total of 41 individual scarrings. Of these, 
33 are Type II, six are Type I, and two are TyPe IV. Thus, the production of rectangular 
scars was the predominate bark-peeling activtty. Healing at the edge of the scars and 
subsequent peeling show that the grove was visited repeatedly. 

Size of Scars 

The size of the bark pieces removed in the feelings is approximate, given the 
response of the tree to injury. Although the length o the scar is generally accurate, the 
width is in most cases less than the original scar. This is because the bark at the sides of 
the cut has thickened and healed over the edge of the cutting. Because the area of Type I 
scars cannot be accurately determined, the discussion focuses on Type Il scars. 

The bark removals vary markedly in size. Trees 5 and 15, the western hemlocks, 
show the smallest removals with 330 in.i (2130 cm2) and 312 in.2 (2012 cm2), respectively. 
The western redcedar bark removals range in size from 480 in.2 (696 cm2) (one of the Type 
II scars on Tree No. 27) to 3417 in.2 (4958 cm2) (Tree No. 1). 
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Fig. 3. Bark peel scar typology (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:Fig. 3). 
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Table 1 
Hidden Lake peeled tree data. All trees western redcedar (Thuja plicata) unless noted 

TREE SCAR TYPE CUT MARKS/MISC. REMARKS SCAR SIZE BASKET SIZE 
NUMBER (IN.) (IN.) 

1 n straight, angled 51x67 33 x33 (?) 

2 n inverted "v" 22x53 14x26 

3 m straight; healing of Type Il scar 24x33 (Il~ 16x 17 
28 X 197 () 

4 n straight 28x51 18x26 

5 II straight; western hemlock; horizontal 
cuts extend 10 in. beyond peel 

10x33 7x 17 

6 n straight, angled 49x57 32 X 29 (?) 

7 m straight ( u~er scar); 18x47~m 12x23 
straight an ed (lower scar) 28x39 II 18x 19 (?) 

8 m straight, angled; 
upper scar, S side of tree; 12xs3 F~ 8x26 
lower scar, N side of tree 15 x 37 II 10x 18 

9 n angled; E and N scar 28x48 18x24 

10 m straight, angled; 13 x 16 in. section Bx 118r of wood removed from Type II scar 35 x 79 I 23x39 
22x47 II~ 15x23 

11 m straight, chevron; first scar, ~e I; 12 x 157 (I) 
second scar, me II (N side o tree); 20 X 79 ~II) 13 X 39 
peeled Type outline (not removed) 18 x 33 II outline) 

12 II angled; scar on S side 17x47 11x23 

13 N inverted "v"; tree girdled by 2 peelings 14x53 pst) 9x26 
(both ~e II); 3 x 12 in. piece 20x53 2nd) 13x26 
of woo removed from one scar 

14 N chevron 50x72 33 x36 (?) 

15 II straight; western hemlock; horizontal 8x39 5x 19 
cuts extent 10 in. beyond peel; 
W side peeled 

16 II straight, angled; scar on SE side 38x41 25 X 20 (?) 
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TREE SCAR TYPE CUT MARKS/MISC. REMARKS SCAR SIZE BASKET SIZE 
NUMBER (IN.) (IN.) 

17 II strai~t; western hemlock; 
partial Type II 20x43 13x21 
cut outline (W side of tree) 

18 II straight, angled; scar on N side 35x43 23 X 21 (?) 

19 II straight, angled; scar on N side 47x48 31 X 24 (?) 

20 II straight, angled; scar on N side 21x24 14 X 12 (?) 

21 m straight, angled; row of straight marks 28x35 
across scar suggests successive (18 X 28 12x 17 
peeling; scar on N side ( two Type Ils) twice) 

22 m first scar, Type II; second scar, TyPe I; 20x 35 (Ill: 13x 17 
wood chopped out; scars on NE side 20x 157 () 

23 II chevron 22x53 15x26 

24 I straight 27 X 236 

25 N chevron, angled; tree girdled 52x67 34x33 (?) 

26 II straight, angled; scar on N side 11 x73 7 X 36 (?) 

27 N first scar, straight, chevron-cut ~e II 24 X 67 ~1st) 16 X 33 
second scar, straight, angle-cut ype II; 10x 48 2nd) 7 x 24 
tree girdled 

28 m straight, angled; first scar, Trfie I 10x98r 
second and third scars, Type ; 24x59 ~ 16x29 
S and E side of tree are peeled 18 x 51 II 12x25 
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Fig. 4. Tree No. 12, western redcedar (Thuja plicata) with a single Type II rectangular scar. 

Fig. 5. Tree No. 16, western redcedar (Thuja plicata) with a very large Type II rectangular 
scar. 
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Fig. 6. Tree No. 10, western redcedar (Thuja plicata) with Type ID peeling scar (a 
rectangular scar and a long strip scar). 

Fi~. 7. Tree No. 7, western redcedar (Thuja plicaJa) with Type ID peeling scar (two 
adJacent rectangular scars). 
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Fig. 8. Tree No. 14, western redcedar (Thuja plicata) snag with type IV girdling scar. 

Fig. 9. Tree No. 15, western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) with a variant Type II 
rectangular scar. 
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Interpretation of Peeled Trees at Hidden Lake 

Other stands of similarly peeled trees have been observed in the McKenzie River 
area, but not documented in detail. These include a high-elevation stand of Alaska yellow 
cedar ( Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) and mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) at a 
drainage headwater (Katz and Leavttt 1980) and a low-elevation stand of western redcedar 
(Thuja plicata) near the McKenzie River (Kelly 1975). Both stands were identified as 
Native American bark peeling sites. The purpose of the high-elevation bark peeling is not 
known, while the low-elevation peeling has been attributed to bark gathering for shelter 
materials. 

Several lines of evidence, including information from lifelong McKenzie Valley 
residents Jim Drury and Manena Schwering (Schwering 1969:9; Williams 1979; Bergland 
1989b) and USDA records (Wessbecker 1963), indicate that the Hidden Lake cedar trees 
were peeled for huckleberry basket material by Native Americans. This may have been 
well-known to earlier residents and Forest Service workers in the McKenzie River valley, 
but the passage of time and generations has diluted that knowledge. Hidden Lake was also 
on a favored travel route from the South Fork of the McKenzie River to prime huckleberry 
and hunting grounds on Indian Ridge, 1.5 mi. (2.5 km) to the southwest (Williams 
1979a:68, 78). 

The best comparative information of peeled cedar trees comes from the Gifford 
Pinchot National Forest in southwestern Washington, where bark peeling in the vicinity of 
huckleberry fields continues into the modem era (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985). There, 
traditional use of the Mt. Adams area for late summer huckleberry picking by Columbia 
Plateau Indians (primarily from the Yakima Reservation) is well documented. Hundreds 
of peeled cedars nave been· recorded on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest; these date 
from AD 1786 to 1985, based on growth ring counts on log rounds, high stumps, and wedge 
cuts (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:5). The range of variation in scar size and type 
documented in Mack and Hollenbeck's 1985 study corresponds closely with the Hidden 
Lake data. Those authors specifically relate the cedar peeling to the manufacture of folded 
huckleberry baskets, as does Schlick ( 1984, 1988) in her description of Columbia River 
basketry styles. Fig. 10 from Mack and Hollenbeck (1985) shows the approximate 
sequence of folded basket manufacture. 

The western hemlocks at Hidden Lake could have been peeled for a variety of 
purposes, including use of the bark in the manufacture of dye, containers, or medicine 
(Gunther 1945:18). Unlike the cedars, there is considerably less comparative information 
on hemlocks. 

Dating of the Hidden Lake Peeled Trees 

The dates for two Hidden Lake western redcedar trees are AD 1911-1916 (Tree No. 
2) and AD 1935-1940 (Tree No. 16)., based on increment borings to the trees' centers. 
Increment boring was the only feasible means of dating, since all documented trees at 
Hidden Lake are in standing timber, rather than harvested or down trees. Subsequent 
increment boring of tree wound "response growth" in trees with "heart rot" yielded 
additional dates of AD 1946 (Tree No. 7), AD 1940-41 (Tree No. 12), AD 1946 (Tree No. 
16), and AD 1943 (Tree No. 17) (Parker and others 1991). The dates at Hidden Lake 
probably represent the later years of Indian occupation there; longtime residents of the 
McKenzie River area report that the last seasonal treks of Warms Springs Indians into the 
area took place in the mid-1930s (Bendand 1989b, 1989c). The post-WW Il dates suggest 
that later seasonal trips went unnoticed, perhaps because Indians were using motor vehicles 
rather than horses and wagons. 
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Score on lnsldo 
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Folding Cedar Peel 
Into a Baske t 

Scoring Ced ar Peel 
!Impress or Indent cut 
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Stitching Sides; 
Attaching Rim to Top 
Adding Straps 

Fig. 10. Steps in folded bark basket manufacture (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:Fig. 6). 

Fig. 11. Side view of 1908 folded cedar bark huckleberry basket. Note whittled stick 
inserted in the side. (Photograph from U. S. Forest Service.) 
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Huckleberry Baskets from East and West of the Cascades 
Modem and Historic Examples 

What follows are descriptions of two twentieth-century folded cedar bark baskets, 
one from the pre-World War I era and another made in 1989. 

The first basket was purchased by Dexter A Sparks at Blue River, Oregon, in 1908. 
Mr. Sparks bought the basket (full of fresh huckleberries) from a Warm Springs Indian for 
twenty-five cents, according to Manena Schwering, who witnessed the transaction as a small 
child (Bergland 1989c ). The basket measures 13 in. (33 cm) long from rim to bottom 
comers, and the outside diameter (at the mouth) is 6.7 in. (17 cm). The sides of the basket 
flare out slightly from the mouth to the bottom comers; the distance between the two 
bottom comers is 7.5 in. (19 cm) and the width across the bottom is 4.7 in. (12 cm). This 
basket has a carrying capacity of about 1 gal. (4 liters) (Figs. 11, 12). 

The 1908 basket shows a blend of materials. It is made of redcedar inner bark, with 
bark rings around the outside of the opening and a reinforcing root ring in the inside of the 
opening. The sides and opening, however, are stitched with a commercial twisted cotton 
string. The opening is also stitched with bark strips. There is a shred of red and white 
calico cloth attached to the rim; this may be a remnant of a bail or carrying strap. Another 
interesting feature is a whittled redcedar stick inserted into the side of the basket. It is 
probably a small reinforcing component of the container; small reinforcing wooden wedges 
are routinely inserted into the comers of baskets made by Warner Jim, an Indian from 
Celilo (Schbck 1984:29; Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:12). Schlick (1984:29) also notes that 
Mr. Jim reinforces one side of the basket "where the handles will be added later.0 

The second basket (Figs. 13, 14) was made in 1989 by Mrs. Viola Kalama of Warm 
Springs, Ore~on. It measures 11.5 in. (29.1 cm) from the rim to the bottom corners and has 
an outside diameter of 7.1 in. (17.9 cm) at the opening. Its slightly flaring shape is nearly 
identical to the 1908 basket; the distance between the two bottom comers is 8.1 in. (20.5 
cm), while the width across the bottom is 5.5 in. (14.2 cm). 

Mrs. Kalama referred to the folded cedar bark basket as an "emergency basket," and 
stated that the 1-gal. (3.8 liters) was usually used for picking huckleberries, while the larger 
sizes (up to 5 gal., or 19 liters) were used for transportation of dried berries from the log 
drying fire and to transport large quantities of fresh berries to sell to the whites (Bergland 
1989d). Fig. 15 shows a similar folded cedar bark basket of about 2-~al. (7.5 liters) capacity 
in use at a berry-drying log fire at the Cold Springs Indian Camp, Gifford Pinchot National 
Forest, about 1935. 

Unlike the 1908 basket, there is no root ring stitched to the inside of the opening. 
Mrs. Kalama used a 1-gal. coffee can as a form when she manufactured the basket, and to 
help retain its shape as it dried, she inserted a 6.5 x 1 x 0.5 in. (16.5 x 2.5 x 1.25 cm) cedar 
wedge across the opening. The 1989 basket opening is reinforced with an external ring 
made from a strip of cedar inner bark about 1.5 m. (3.75 cm) wide. This is stitched in place 
with a hand-twisted "river hemp" string, as are the sides. 

Unfolded, the 1989 basket would measure about 10.2 x 23 in. (25.9 X 58.2 cm). The 
1908 basket, unfolded, would measure about 9.5 x 26 in. (24.1 x 27.5 cm). Allowmg for 
excess bark which would be trimmed, it is apparent that it takes about 250 in.2 (1600 cm2) 

of redcedar bark to make a 1-gal. (4-liter) container. 
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Fig. 12. Top view of 1908 basket, showing details of rim construction. Capacity is 1-gal. 
(4 liters). (Photograph from U.S. Forest Service.) 

Fig. 13. Side view, folded huckleberry basket, 1-gal. capacity (western redcedar inner bark, 
laced with hand-twisted hemp cord). Made by Viola Kalama, Warm Springs, Oregon, in 
1989. (Photograph by Dan Welton.) 
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Fig. 14. View of opening, 1989 basket. (Photograph by Dan Welton.) 

Fig. 15. Woman tending a huckleberry drying fire, Cold Springs Indian Camp, Gifford 
Pinchot National Forest, about 1935. Note the folded huckleberry basket between the two 
other baskets in the foreground. (Photograph from U.S. Forest Service.) 
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Basket Sizes at Hidden Lake 

Applying the formula of 250 in.2 per gallon to the scars at Hidden Lake, it is evident 
that some very sizable containers may have been manufactured. Of the Type Il cedars, 
Tree No. 1 with 3400 in.2 (22,000 cm2) could have provided a 13.6-gallon (51.S.:Uter) basket, 
while Tree No. 27 would have yielded a 1.9-gallon (7.4-liter) container. Filloon (1952:8) 
states that the typical container capacity he observed in the southern Washington Cascade 
huckleberry fielas varied from one to ten gallons. 

A clue to an alternative interpretation of the size of basket l>roduced from the 
Hidden lake trees may be found in the historic era photo and in the liistoric and modem 
baskets just described. These baskets are all longer than they are wide. Mrs. Kalama 
confirmed this general proportion for such containers. This may be a necessary outcome of 
the design and construction technique. 

Likewise, all the baskets are oriented such that the grain of the cedar inner bark 
runs lengthwise; this would also seem a necessary corollary of the design/ construction 
techniques. When examining the data from Hidden Lake, however, it is apparent that a 
number of the western redcedars would have yielded folded baskets which were wider than 
long (Tree, Nos. 6, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 25). Several other trees would have yielded pieces 
for baskets nearly as wide as long (Tree, Nos. 1, 7, and 14). The best e,q,lanation for this 
may be that the bark pieces were subdivided after peeling; Mrs. Kalama indicated that this 
was common practice, and furthermore, that baskets were often made in pairs to facilitate 
balanced horse packing. 

Thus, potential basket size or capacity produced from the Hidden Lake cedars 
would include the known range in variation, indication that the full range of activities 
associated with folded bark baskets probably occurred at the nearby berry-gathering areas. 
This would have included picking, processing, and transportation of surpluses. 

Alternatively, some of the larger bark pieces may have been used for other 
constructions; Mrs. Kalama reported that large pieces were also used as lean-to shelter 
material and as sheathing for food caches built on pole frameworks. 

Seasonal Movements of Wann Springs Indians into the McKenzie Valley Area 

Native American ethnohistory in the McKenzie River area is not well known. Of 
indigenous people, little can be said; it is ienerally assumed that in pre-contact times, the 
drainage was within Molalla territory (Minor and Pecor 1977; Minor and others 1987). 
However, there are no known or reputed village locations, and archaeological evidence of 
the late prehistoric period (in the form of small projectile points) is notably lacking. The 
earliest clocumentary evidence for Native Americans in the McKenzie area specifically 
names Warm Springs Indians. 

A Eugene City Guard article published in 1867 mentions correspondence from 
McKenzie Valley residents to the Warm Springs Indian Agent, in which the agent was 
petitioned to "recall his Indians from the Valley of the McKenzie, where the Indians have 
been encamped" (Anonymous 1867). A memoir of an 1860 trip up the McKenzie River 
notes that Warm Springs Indians were camped in the vicinity of present-day McKenzie 
Bridge, where a large band was hunting elk and drying the meat (McClung n.d.:3). 

These seasonal tri~s by Warm Springs people occurred throughout the latter half of 
the nineteenth century. Newspaper articles in the 1890s mention late summer or fall deer 
hunting by Warm Springs Indians in the Cascades and the upper McKenzie River Valley 
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(Anonymous 1894, 1895a, 1895b). The tenor of these brief articles suggests that white 
hunters were upset by the amount of game taken by the Indians. 

Warm Springs seasonal trips resulted from economic and environmental conditions 
imposed on the Confederated Tribes after the treaties of 1855 and 1865. The initial groups 
gathered onto the reservation after the 1855 treaty were the Tygh, Tenino, Wasco, and 
Warm Springs bands (with Northern Paiute bands taken in later). Although edible roots 
were plentiful on the reservation landbase, other food resources were scarcer and the 
Indians' traditional salmon fishing on the Columbia River was impeded by white settlement 
and development. There was a shortage of arable land on the reservation. What the 
Indians were able to raise by way of stock, cattle, and crops were under constant threat of 
attack by raiding Northern Paiutes. Thus, in the early decades after the establishment of 
the reservation, existence was tenuous, and seasonal travels outside the reservation was a 
necessary aspect of Indian life (Cliff 1942). It is estimated that by the 1880s, 50% of the 
subsistence came from agriculture and 50% came from hunting, fishing, and gathering 
(Qiff 1942:109). 

The 1865 Huntington Treaty resulted from white pressure to further limit the Warm 
Springs seasonal fishing on the Columbia River; this further strained the already tenuous 
resource base of the Indians. By the 1870s, hops were commercially grown in the 
Willamette Valley and Indians were recruited as fieldworkers. By 1876, seasonal 
movements had become mixed economic activities for the Native Americans, providing 
both direct subsistence and cash (Cliff 1942). 

The Cascade crest and associated west-side drainage headwaters became natural 
resource draws for the various Warm Springs Reservation bands. Intermarriage and 
interaction with other Indians probably contributed to their geographic understanding of 
the area, and ownership of horse herds both facilitated travel and transport, and 
necessitated large grazing pastures. Thus, the high Cascades and western Cascades in the 
late summer and early autumn were highly advantageous areas with abundant big game, 
extensive natural meadows as horse pastures, and large huckleberry patches. There, deer 
and elk meat and huckleberries could be obtained and dried for storage as winter 
provisions. And, at least for much of the latter half of the nineteenth century, there was 
little human competition for the resources. 

By the tum of the century, the western Cascade ridgelines and drainage divides were 
routinely visited by Sahaptin-speaking Native Americans from east of the Cascades, as 
travel routes into the Willamette Valley hop yards and as hunting/gathering/grazing areas. 
Early Cascades National Forest rangers working along the divides between the Middle 
Fork of the Willamette River and the South Fork of the McKenzie noted that both Warm 
Springs and Klamath Indians used the area (Breim 1937; McFarland 1938). Salmon and 
trout taken in the McKenzie River were also a particularly strong draw for the Warm 
Springs Indians (Schwering 1984:7) (Fig. 16). In addition to emplo.Y!Ilent as agricultural 
laborers and engaging in traditional hunting/ gathering/fishing activities, the Indians sold 
buckskin gloves and bags (and huckleberries) to the whites. Warm Springs travels into the 
McKenzie area P.ersisted into the mid-1930s, according to Jim Drury and Manena 
Schwering; the Hidden Lake cedar tree peelings bear this out. Post-WW Il dates, based on 
tree response-growth ring counts indicate even later seasonal visits. Perhaps those went 
unnoticed by local residents because Warm Springs Indians were by then traveling in autos 
or trucks, rather than on horseback or by horse and wagon. 
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Probable Identities of the Tree Peelers 

Of interest, of course, is the specific identity of the Warm Springs Indians who 
utilized the cedars and hemlocks at Hidden Lake. As described, cedar peeling for the 
purpose of making folded bark baskets was a cultural trait of the Columbia Plateau Indian 
groups, several of whom came to settle on the Warm Springs Reservation. 

Fig. 16. Warm Springs Indian family at Dr. William Allin's McKenzie River summer home, 
ca. 1918: (left to right) seated on porch, Matilda Miller and Mrs. Allin; in front of porch, 
Elijah Miller (standing with fish), unidentified child, unidentified woman, and William 
Allin. (Photograph courtesy of Manena Schwering.) 

The activity at Hidden Lake may have been initiated by a Tenino/Wasco Indian 
named Tullux Holliquilla (or his descendents), originally from near the Columbia River but 
relocated to the Warm Springs Reservation after the 1855 treaty. The available evidence 
suggests that Holliquilla and an Indian known by the Upper McKenzie whites as "Chief 
Hollow Quill" were one and the same individual. 

Several sources connect Hollow Quill with Indian Ridge, the hunting/gathering area 
linked to Hidden Lake by trail. Williams quotes a 1971 interview of Mr. Art Clough by 
Gail Burwell, former Information Officer of the Willamette National Forest: 

... about 1926 ... an Indian lady, about 80 years old, along with her children 
and new husband, driving a surrey with fringe on top, said that she wanted to 
take her family to Indian Ridge where she had camped as a girl. The lady 
said she was Chief Hollow Quill's daughter. She said that she had camped 
many summers on Indian Ridge [Williams 1979a:78]. 

Another source, however, identifies Hollow Quill as a Klamath, in this excerpt from 
an anecdote about a "lost Indian gold mine" somewhere in the vicinity of Indian Ridge or 
Chucksney Mountain: 
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According to Ranger Engles, old Chief Hollow-Quill of the Klamath people 
at the age of 97 was lead on horseback to Indian Ridge to point out where his 
people mined their gold [Breiin 1937:67]. 

Williams, quoting Blue River Ranger Station local history files in his McKenzie 
place names book, recounts the same incident: 

Mr. Davenport, one of the early settlers of Eugene, made several trips in 
[ and] around the Chucksney Mountain area searching for the lost mine. He 
made his last trip in 1924 and took along Chief Hollow Quill who had made 
the trip in to the mine years before, and claimed he knew where to find it. 
He was very old, ninety-seven years ... [Williams 1979a:26]. 

H the previous account is correct, Hollow Quill's date of birth would be about 1827. 

Enumerator sheets from the Tenth U. S. Census list a Tenino/Wasco named 
Te/lucks Holakwilla, date of birth estiinated to be 1846 (Walker 1882). Interestinw.y, a 1915 
Bureau of Indian Affairs census for Warm Springs Reservation lists a Tullux Rolliquilla, 
date of birth 1827 (Reynolds 1915). Reservation School Matron's notes also list Tullux 
Holliquilla's date of birth as 1827, and record that, in 1921, he was away in the mountains 
getting berries (French 1990). The listing of Tullux Holliquilla's date of birth in the 1915 
census as 1827 and the Blue River local lore attributing Hollow Quill's age of 97 in 1924 
are no coincidence -- white people in the McKenzie River area would have only heard 
Holliquilla's name, rathe.r than read it. Transliterating the surname into Hollow Quill 
seems consistent with the times. 

Other Native Americans hunted and gathered in the Indian Ridge/Hidden Lake 
area during the early Reservation Period in the nineteenth century, some of whom were 
Molalla or Molalla-descended. One was Charlie Tufti, a Molalla from the Oakridge area 
who had been adopted by the Warners, a white pioneer family. By one account, Charlie 
Tufti, Fred Warner (his white adopted brother), and an Indian named Chucksney were 
responsible for naming Indian Ridge in the 1860s (Flock 1927). Charlie Tufti later met a 
Warm Sprin~ woman while huckleberry picking in the mountains, and lived his life out on 
the reservation (Warner 1976:7). Indeed, it may have been affinal ties such as this which 
led Warm Springs Sahaptians into this area of western Oregon in the first place; Rigsby 
notes that a Warms Springs informant described nineteenth-century intermarriage between 
an as-yet undocumented Blue River band of Molalla and Warm Springs people (1969:81). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Living western redcedar and western hemlock trees were documented as cultural 
resources at Hidden Lake, on the Blue River Ran~er District, Willamette National Forest, 
in 1988-89. Bark had been peeled from the trees, ma pattern comparable to that observed 
in the southern Washington Cascades, where Sahaptin-speaking Columbia Plateau Indians 
had fashioned huckleberry baskets from the cedar inner bark. Increment boring of two of 
the Hidden Lake cedars indicate that the basket materials were gathered from those trees 
at about 1911 and 1935, which corresponds with the later period of seasonal migration by 
Warm Springs Indians into the Upper McKenzie River area 

Seasonal trips by various Warm Springs groups into the Upper McKenzie area 
probably began shortly after the establishnient of the reservation in the 1850s. They were 
motivated by subsistence needs; the late summer trips they took to the western Cascades 
supplied them with fish, elk, venison, huckleberries, and forage for their horses. By the 
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mid-1870s, the Warm Springs people were also heading into the Willamette Valley for cash 
labor as hops pickers, were obtaining raw deer hides from the whites, selling finished 
deerskin goods (such as gloves and bags), and selling huckleberries. Their seasonal travels 
into the western Cascades, then, were mixed economic enterprises, including subsistence 
hunting/fishing/gathering, handicraft and trade activities, and wage labor. This broad 
spectrum adaptation to rapidly changing environmental, political, and economic conditions 
insured their survival. Tree-ring data and local informants indicate that the final Warm 
Springs migrations into the Upper McKenzie area took place in the 1930s-1940s. 
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EXPLORING ANCIENT WOOD  
AND FIBER TECHNOLOGIES ALONG 

THE NORTHWEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA 

 Dale R. Croes and Kathleen L. Hawes 

Abstract 

Well-preserved waterlogged/wet archaeological site explorations have revealed a 
focused use of wood and fiber technologies spanning more than 10,500 years along 
the Northwest Coast of North America. Major artifact categories represented 
include those for subsistence (e.g., wooden shank fishhooks and nets), manufacture 
(e.g., wooden wedges, wood chip debitage, and basketry element debitage), 
containers (e.g., basketry and wooden boxes/bowls), and tying elements (e.g., 
cordage and binding elements). The kinds of plants used for tools at different sites 
are explored. Also, technologies and styles used often reflect long-term cultural 
continuities in different regions—with focus here on wet sites in the recently 
renamed Salish Sea shared between British Columbia and Washington state.  

Introduction 

Aquifer wet sites are commonly found along the entire Northwest Coast of North America, 
from southeast Alaska to southwest Oregon, with dates ranging from 10,700 cal C14 years B.P. 
through contact periods (Fig. 1). Aquifer wet sites are characterized by waters actively running 
through the archaeological deposits.  This process results in a loss of oxygen content, creating an 
environment that preserves wood and fiber (but rarely leather, hide, hair or softer animal matter). 

Several factors have combined to produce a large number of wet sites along approximately 
10,000 miles (16,000 kilometers) of shoreline from all time periods of human occupation. The 
region is marked by abundant precipitation, caused by the North Pacific Drift, prevailing westerly 
winds, and the steep topography of the mountain barriers; these conditions have led to saturated 
landforms along the  coastal waterways, where Northwest Coast peoples have subsisted 
throughout their past. Probably every sizable shell-midden site along the Northwest Coast, if 
explored with the intent to find a waterlogged area, would exhibit a wet site area with preserved 
wood and fiber artifacts. Unfortunately, wet site techniques and procedures have not been fully 
integrated into the learning traditions of archaeology programs in our region, so wet sites are 
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rarely sought out by practicing archaeologists. This methodological weakness, however, is 
changing, as the potential of Northwest Coast wet sites to contain wood and fiber artifacts has 
caught the attention of native peoples of the region. Increasingly, native groups are working with 
archaeologists to explore wet sites to recover the wood and fiber materials that once  made up over 
90% of the Native material culture of the Northwest Coast (Croes 2012b). 

The best known wet site is the Ozette Village wet site, located near Cape Alava in 
northwestern Washington state, where an entire section of an occupied Indian village was covered 
and encased by a successive series of massive clay mudslides. This situation provided a Pompeii-
like complete artifact assemblage. Most Northwest Coast wet sites, however, are the result of 
various other environmental contexts and typically contain perishable artifacts that were broken 
and discarded at these locations. These sites, for the most part, have been discovered as a result of 
naturally occurring erosion (often a critical problem in itself).  Other sites have been found below 
the water table level during the course of non-wet shell-midden excavations (Croes 2012b).  

Fig. 1.  Locations and general phases/time periods of major explored wet sites on the Northwest 
Coast of North America. This map denotes regions of ancient basketry style continuity on the 
Northwest Coast and locations where self-barbed bentwood fishhooks have been reported (see 
Croes 2001). Site abbreviations: SH: Silver Hole, KG: Kilgii Gwaay, LA: Lachane, AX: Axeti, 
LQ: Little Qualicum River, MU: Musqueam NE, GL: Glenrose, PI: Pitt Polder, WH: Water 
Hazard, FI: Fishtown, CO: Conway,  BI: Biederbost, Qw: Qwu?gwes, HO: Hoko River, OZ: 
Ozette; SV: Sunken Village (Matson, Coupland and Mackie 2003). 
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 The purpose of this article is to first review the methods used to identify the types of 
materials often recovered at wet sites, and describe the plant preferences that native peoples had 
for making various items such as wedges, fishooks, basketry, cordage, and nets. Second we use 
wet sites from the recently named Salish Sea region to explore a different pattern for distribution 
of wet site basketry artifacts when compared to stone, bone-antler, and shell artifacts. Our hope is 
that our work will stimulate more native peoples and archaeologists to work together to recover 
and understand the rich assemblages of wood and fiber materials recovered from coastal wet sites. 

Identification of Ancient Wood/Fiber Artifacts used at Northwest Coast Wet Sites 

 For over 10,500 years, we see similar plants used in making wood and fiber artifacts on the 
Northwest Coast. Native experts have developed a complex understanding of the plant properties 
and how different parts of the same plant (limbs/boughs, heartwood, inner bark, roots, etc.) can 
best be used to construct native material culture. Often, we find a specific plant was used widely,  
such as Thuja plicata (western red cedar), though different parts of the plant may have been 
emphasized in different regions at different times in making their basketry and/or cordage. For 
example, the ancient outside West Coast peoples emphasized inner cedar bark basketry 
construction, whereas the ancient inside Gulf of Georgia/Puget Sound peoples emphasize splint 
cedar bough basketry construction—a cultural preference for using different parts of the same 
plant through time. 
 To identify the ancient plant species and part of the plant that was used to fashion the items  
found archaeologically in a wet site, a cellular analysis is conducted. The cellular identification of 
ancient wood and fiber artifacts was pioneered in the 1970s by Janet Friedman at the Ozette 
Village wet site (Friedman 1975, 1978, 2005).  Expansion of this work continues, as shown by a 
case study from the Qwu?gwes wet site. This case study, described below, illustrates the basic 
importance of distinguishing the use of hardwoods and softwoods, especially for the construction 
of fiber basketry and cordage artifact; hardwood barks appear to be have been used at Qwu?gwes 
more than at any other Northwest Coast wet site to date. Results revealed an emphasis on big leaf 
maple bark (Acer macrophyllum) for woven basketry, cordage (especially braids) and nets. 
 Cellular analysis of archaeological wood involves taking samples with a sharp razor 
blade from three sections of a piece of wood: tangential, radial and cross-section (Fig. 2). 
Samples are then placed onto glass slides, and viewed with a compound microscope. Differences 
between deciduous hardwoods and coniferous softwoods can be quickly identified by this 
method, and unique characteristics between softwoods can be observed in the rays, tracheids, 
and pit features.  

Softwoods 
 Softwoods (gymnosperms), also called conifers, when microscopically viewed, have 
tracheids, which are long thin cells that conduct water vertically along the length of the tree. In 
cross-section, the tracheids appear as small holes (Fig. 3, left). The long thin tracheids can be seen 
running vertically in the tangential section view, the area of wood that begins just under the bark 
(Fig. 3, center).  
 Ray cells, composed of parenchyma and tracheid tissue, also appear in the cross-section 
view similar to spokes of a wheel radiating out from the center of the stem. The ray cells can be a 
few or many cells in height but in softwoods is generally only one cell in width (uniseriate); the 
ends of several rays are visible in the tangential section view. Fig. 4 illustrates the various cell 
elements described above in a modern sample of western red cedar (Thuja plicata).  
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Fig. 2. Stylized piece of wood, with the orientations used for sampling and identification labeled. 
Samples are taken from these orientations with a sharp razor blade, and then viewed 
microscopically (Friedman 1978:3). 
 
 

    

Fig. 3. Stylized drawings of (from left) cross-section, tangential section, and radial section views 
of a typical softwood (Friedman 1978). 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Samples of western red cedar (Thuja plicata) wood (left to right): cross-section, tangential 
section, and radial section views (100x magnification). 
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Hardwoods  
 Hardwoods (angiosperms) are flowering plants and trees that have broad leaves that 
usually change color and die every autumn. Bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), red alder (Alnus 
rubra), and bitter cherry (Prunus emarginata) are examples. The most reliable way to distinguish 
between a softwood and hardwood microscopically is to examine the cross-section view. 
Hardwoods, in addition to tracheids, contain thick-walled fibers and large vessel elements. Vessels 
are specialized cells in hardwood for conducting water and dissolved salts (Pearsall 1989:157). In 
the cross-section view, vessels are seen as large pores contrasting with the smaller fibers (Fig. 5, 
left).  
 The arrangement of the pores in cross-section can be used to identify different hardwoods, 
as each genus, and frequently species, has unique patterns of these pores, as seen in Fig. 6. Red 
alder is a diffuse-porous hardwood, with medium-sized pores distributed fairly evenly across both 
early and latewood. Bitter cherry is also a diffuse-porous hardwood but has a row of pores 
following the growth ring. Garry oak (also known as Oregon white oak) is a ring-porous 
hardwood, with a larger row of pores in the earlywood along the edge of the growth ring and 
smaller pores in the latewood. The vessels in Garry oak also have spidery inclusions called tyloses 
(Pearsall 1989:158).   
 Hardwood rays as seen in cross-section can be uniseriate or two or more cells in width 
(multiseriate), and some species such as Garry oak (Quercus garryana) have very wide rays that 
are diagnostically important in identification (Fig. 6, right).  
 In the tangential section view, the ends of the rays are visible, as well as the vessels seen 
running vertically (Fig. 5, center). The individual vessel elements are arranged end to end and are 
connected by perforation plates; these can be simple holes as in bitter cherry and Garry oak or 
scalariform, appearing as a ladder-like pattern across the end of the vessel element, as found in red 
alder. Several hardwood species include spiral thickening in tracheids and vessels, aiding in 
identification.  
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Stylized drawings of (from left) cross-section, tangential section, and radial section views 
of a typical hardwood (Friedman 1978). 
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Fig. 6. (From left to right) Cross section views of red alder (Alnus rubra), bitter cherry (Prunus 
emarginata), and Garry oak (Quercus garryana) showing differing pore arrangements (100x 
magnification). 
 
 
Characteristics of Softwood Bough and Root Fibers  
 The process of identifying plant materials and fibers used in basketry and cordage is 
similar to that of wood; however, not all orientations may be visible. Materials used in basketry 
such as western red cedar roots and boughs, usually have the cross-section and radial section 
views available, and occasionally the tangential section can be obtained. In these woody elements, 
tracheids and rays can be viewed for identification. Differences between bough and root are 
identifiable microscopically; the wood of boughs has central pith, and the growth rings are similar 
to trunk wood, with thicker-walled tracheids several cells wide forming the latewood. In root 
material, the cells are larger and more thin-walled compared with bough material, with a vascular 
stele in the center, and although growth rings can be found, they consist of fewer cells (Fig. 7).  
 
 
 

    

Fig. 7. Cross-section views of western red cedar bough (left) and root (right). Photos courtesy of 
Vernon Veysey and Daniel Rowley, 2009.  
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Flat Inner Bark Elements 
 For flat inner bark elements found in checker and twill weaves and braids, the cross-
section and/or radial views may not be obtainable. In this case, identification is based primarily 
upon the tangential section view. Tangential section views can also be obtained from twisted 
cordage and knots. The secondary phloem tissue of western red cedar (commonly referred to as 
“bark,” although not a true outer bark) is commonly used for these artifacts and often can be 
identified visually by a characteristic appearance with “fraying” of the fibers, especially after use. 
This characteristic can also be seen microscopically (Fig. 8). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.  Western red cedar bark showing “frayed” qualities.  
 
 
 The use of cedar bark for basketry, cordage and clothing has been well-documented among 
tribes along the Northwest Coast (Stewart 1984:113–153). This indispensable fiber, the inner 
phloem tissue below the outer layer of western red cedar bark, was traditionally gathered in spring 
when the sap began to run and the inner bark separated more easily from the tree wood. It was 
dried in large bundles, to be later softened by soaking in water when needed. Strips of varying 
widths were split and thinned from the lengths of bark and woven into mats and baskets of various 
sizes. Cedar bark was also shredded for use in clothing, twisted into string and cordage and 
pounded into a soft fiber used in infants’ bedding and diapers. Yellow cedar (Chaemocyparis 
nootkensis), less commonly found growing in lowland areas than western red cedar (Pojar & 
McKinnon 2004:43), was also used in similar ways.  
 An example of a case study of plant material identification at the Qwu?gwes wet site 
provides an examples of basketry originally thought to be western red cedar bark, but had a 
thinner, layered single-element bark-like appearance and lacked the characteristic frayed 
attribute of cedar bark (Fig. 9). The construction materials of these artifacts, often tumpline 
straps, strongly resembled the inner phloem fibers of big leaf maple bark (Acer macrophyllum), 
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which separates easily into thin sheets when deteriorated or dry (Florian 2002:70; Fig. 10). 
Microscopically, the fibers also lacked softwood tracheids and included characteristic hardwood 
multiseriate rays (Fig. 11). Among the basketry identified as woven from big leaf maple bark is 
a checker weave folded bag/mat. This distinct basketry piece revealed an overlay grass-like 
white element that presented a pattern across the surface (Fig. 12).  
 
 
 

 
Fig. 9. Twill-on-bias tumpline fragment with layered single- element appearance (N16E14, 45-50, 
2006). 
 

 
Fig. 10. (Left) Modern big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) bark from a mature downed log; 
(Right) close-up of maple secondary phloem fiber—note the characteristic separation into 
numerous thin sheets. 
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Fig. 11. (Left) microscopic image of sample from ancient tumpline or braid; (Right) microscopic 
image of modern secondary phloem fibers of big leaf maple (100x magnification). 
 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12.  Example of fine gauge checker weave “matting” identified as big leaf maple (Acer 
macrophyllum) (N21E14, 55–60, 2004). 
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 Following this discovery, it became clear that the majority of the Qwu?gwes twisted two-
strand and braid cordage also was big leaf maple bark (Fig. 13). In the first year of excavation at 
Qwu?gwes in 1999, a net was recovered from the waterlogged shell midden area, and fragments of 
net were also discovered in all future years. Although the net fragments appeared to be cedar bark, 
cellular analysis identified the net and net fragments to be maple bark. This difference is an 
unusual find, as no recorded ethnographic or archaeological evidence has been found for the use of 
big leaf maple bark in construction of nets.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. Braid fragment (N19E12, 50–55, 2007) used to confirm cellular identification of material 
as big leaf maple bark by Mary-Lou Florian, Research Associate, Royal British Columbia 
Museum, Victoria, B.C., Canada. 
  
 
 Recent examination and cellular analysis of a braid fragment recovered from the Sunken 
Village wet site (35-MU-4) in 2007 from Transect III Pit E revealed that the material used in this 
artifact was also a hardwood, and comparisons with the braid and cordage artifacts from the 
Qwu?gwes wet site and modern samples of big leaf maple bark identify this braid fragment as 
woven from big leaf maple. All other cordage and checker weave artifacts examined from Sunken 
Village were constructed from western red cedar bark. It is possible that the use of this material is 
more widespread than previously thought and further examination of archaeological cordage and 
basketry from this area, as well as from other sites in the Northwest, may reveal more examples of 
the use of big leaf maple's inner phloem fibers.  
 There is also ethnographic documentation of the use of maple bark on the Northwest 
Coast. Erna Gunther mentions the use of maple bark for rope and tumplines (1973:39); and 
carrying straps braided of maple bark and overlaid with beargrass by Puget Sound Tribes 
(Haeberlin and Gunther 1975 [1930]:33). Maple bark was interwoven with cedar bark strips for 
use as bowls by the Cowlitz (Gunther 1973:20), and baskets were made from young maple bark 
for storing acorns in mud by the Chehalis (Gunther 1973:28). The Burke Museum at the 
University of Washington in Seattle houses baskets in their collections that have maple bark used 
in their construction, including a vertically twined soft bag with attached tumpline of maple bark 
and beargrass (Catalog ID:118) collected from Skokomish by Myron Eells around 1892–1893. 
 An image taken in 1910 shows a young Muckleshoot girl wearing a skirt and cape of 
shredded cedar bark, with a tumpline woven of maple bark overlaid with beargrass and attached to 
a basket on her back (Fig. 14; Suttles and Lane 1990: 494).  
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 The use of maple bark has also been documented in other areas of the Northwest Coast. In 
the north, the Nisga’a of the Nass River and the Gitxsan of the Skeena River in northwestern 
British Columbia traditionally use both cedar and maple bark in basketry (Laforet 1993:218–231). 
To the south, the Siletz of the central Oregon Coast traditionally use maple bark for skirts (Robert 
Kentta, personal communication, 2008); and, at a traditional Renewal Ceremony in 2008, Hawes 
observed dancers wearing maple bark skirts.   
 Other archaeological evidence for the ancient use of maple bark by native people is also 
recorded. At the Glenrose Cannery Archaeological Site (DgRr-6) wet component in British 
Columbia, which dates to between approximately 4590 and 3970 years B.P., six open wrapped 
basketry fragments were recovered; four were constructed of true fir (Abies sp) with maple bark 
wrapping and two were entirely constructed from maple bark (Eldridge 1991:30, 37).  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14. ‘Muckleshoot girl, granddaughter of Anne Jack, wearing skirt and cape of cedar bark, 
which were effective in shedding rain. The tumpline is made of maple bark imbricated with bear 
grass’ (Suttles and Lane 1990:494). 
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Wood/Fiber Preferences for Key Ancient Artifact Categories from Northwest Coast 
Wet Sites 
 
 With a growing understanding of plant cellular identification, we can begin looking at the  
plants and plant parts (wood, bark, boughs and roots) that were preferred for over 10,500 years 
along the Northwest Coast. Ancient ethnobotanical cultural knowledge transmission often reflects 
a preference for certain plant or plant parts in making artifacts. As mentioned, some Northwest 
Coast peoples used the inner bark of the western red cedar (Thuja plicata) for basketry and 
cordage, while others emphasized the use of cedar boughs (splint or twisted).  
 To illustrate further, we summarize current knowledge of ancient flora construction 
materials and plant preferences for making ancient (1) wooden wedges, (2) wooden fishhooks,      
(3) basketry, (4) cordage (including binding straps) and (5) nets. 

Wooden Splitting Wedges  
 The use of wood-splitting wedges, often with a cordage collar on the poll or proximal end, 
is recorded along the entire Northwest Coast for over 10,500 years, showing the incredible success 
of this wood splitting technology for at least that period (Table 1). These tools are used to split 
planks and split out dugout canoes, and also as a primary tool in splitting firewood. The wood 
used in the production of wedges tended to differ among sites and possibly through time (Table 1). 
Salish Sea sites of Hoko River, Little Qualicum River, Water Hazard and Musqueam Northeast 
mostly had wedges made with Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia), while Ozette wedges generally are 
Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis). Ethnographically, yew wood has been cited as the preferred wood 
for wedges because of its structural (compression) strength (J. Friedman 1975:115–121). Although 
Lachane and Ozette wedges were most often made of western fir (Abies grandis) and Sitka spruce 
(Picea sitchensis), in both cases the wood used exhibits a condition called compression—or 
reaction wood (Inglis 1976:166, J. Friedman 1975:121). This kind of wood typically is found on 
the underside of leaning coniferous trees and is noted for its structural strength (J. Friedman 
1975:122). Even though Lachane and Ozette wedge makers did not use yew as the main wedge 
material, they demonstrated knowledge of wood properties by using the strongest portion of the 
wood types chosen for the purpose. 

Wooden Fishhooks  
 Over 1,300 wooden shanked fishhooks of three types have been recovered from Northwest 
Coast wet sites, of which 240 are the self-barbed bentwood fishhooks (called Type B; Fig. 15; 
Croes 1997, 2001, 2003). The Type B fishhook has the widest distribution in wet sites on the 
Northwest Coast (see distribution in map, Fig. 1) with at least seven sites recording them, and 
dating from 500–3000 years ago (Croes 1997, 2001, 2003).   
 The c. 3,000–2,600 B.P. Hoko River wet site (45-CA-213) has the most Type B hooks 
recorded (n = 109, with 35 preforms). The fishhooks are believed, through experimental 
archaeology, to have been used for cod in the off-shore fishing grounds (Croes 1995). Hoko 
bentwood hooks were shaped from Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and true fir (Abies sp) (n = 109, 
Croes 1995:84). The Water Hazard DgRs 30 site in British Columbia yielded seven bentwood 
hooks, dating to c. 1,980–1,580 B.P. and made from Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Bernick 
1989:37). One bentwood hook recovered from the Little Qualicum River Site DiSc 1, British 
Columbia (Fig. 1), was constructed of fir wood (Abies spp) and dated between c. 1,030 and 730 
B.P. (Bernick 1983:325). A possible Type B hook was found at the Qwu?gwes wet site (45-TN-
240), southern Puget Sound, and is made of  western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) (Hawes 2013).   
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This type of fishhook does not appear to have been used any longer at contact on the Central 
Northwest Coast; however, it continued to be used at contact by the Haida and other North Coast 
groups, who continued using it into the historic period (Croes 1995:104; 1997:607; 2003:54) and 
typically were used for cod fishing.  

TABLE 1. WOODEN WEDGES FROM NORTHWEST COAST WET SITES 

Site Time Period 
No. of 

Wooden 
Wedges 

Dominant 
Material Type Reference 

Ozette Village 
(House 1) 300 BP over 1,000 Sitka spruce J. Friedman 1975, 1978;

Gleeson 1980, 2005

Conway 500-1000 BP none recorded Munsell 1976:106 

Fishtown 500-1000 BP 5 ? Onat 1976:131 

Qwu?gwes 500-1000 BP possibly 1 
western hemlock 

(Tsuga 
heterophylla) 

Hawes 2013 

Little 
Qualicum 
River 

500-1500 BP 4 yew Simonsen 1976:71; Bernick 
1983:326-328 

Axeti 500-1500 BP 21 ? Hobler 1970:91 

Lachane 1500-2000 BP 75 western fir Inglis 1976:170 

Biederbost 1500-2000 BP present ? Croes 1980 

Water Hazard 1500-2000 BP 44 yew (4) Bernick 1989:32-37 

Hoko River 2500-3000 BP 47 yew Croes 1976:213–214, 
1980:268–273, 1995:156–161 

Musqueam 
Northeast 2500-3000 BP 18 yew J. Friedman 1975; Archer and

Bernick 1990:27

Glenross 
Cannery 3500-4500 BP possibly 1 ? Eldridge 1991:51 

Kilgii Gwaay 9500-10,500 BP 5 

western hemlock  
(Tsuga 

heterophylla) (1), 
Sitka spruce (1) 

Fedje, A. Mackie, Wigen, Q. 
Mackie and Lake 2005:187-
203; A. Mackie personal 
communications 2012 
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Basketry 
  Ozette basketry materials are defined in Table 2 and shows  how  an example of 
different parts of the same plant (e.g., western red cedar Thuja plicata) is used. Under the 
category “modification,” an idealized cross-section through the designated plant part is drawn to 
illustrate the general method of splitting, thinning, or sectioning. Of the major Northwest Coast 
wet sites, Ozette has the largest basketry sample (446 examples, not including basketry 
fragments, from House I alone; Croes 1977). Basketry from other sites varied from 12 to 130 
specimens.   
 Sample size is carefully noted in the comparisons. It should be pointed out that the 
Ozette Village basketry sample consisted of relatively complete specimens, rather than the 
generally fragmentary specimens found at most other wet sites.  Controlled excavations and 
labeling techniques at most of the sites being compared indicate which fragments belong to a 
single specimen. 
 Most Northwest Coast wet sites have basketry artifacts constructed from similar materials 
as used at the Ozette Village site. However, the frequency of these basketry materials varies 
markedly among the different sites. If one compares the frequency graph (Fig. 16) some important 
patterns can be observed. The two northernmost sites, Lachane and Axeti, have a strong stress on 
the use of cedar bark basketry materials (100% and 96% respectively) (Fig. 16). The Puget 
Sound/Gulf of Georgia sites have a 3,000 year duration with a strong stress on cedar splints 
basketry materials (from 60–98%; Fig. 16). The three earlier sites (2000–3000 years ago: 
Musqueam NE, Water Hazard, and Biederbost) show the strongest emphasis on splints (90–98%) 
while the later sites (within the last 1,000 years: Fishtown, Conway and Qwu?gwes) continue to 
show a strong use of cedar bough splints for approximately 60% of their basketry) (Fig. 16). The 
Hoko River site on the other hand has a strong emphasis on cedar bark followed by cedar splints, 
splints/cedar bark, and root basketry materials (Fig. 16). Thus, of the Puget Sound/Gulf of Georgia 
sites show a positive correlation, whereas the Hoko River site is most similar to the Ozette Village 
site to which it is spatially very close (Map, Fig. 1), but temporally separated by about 2,500 
years. The Little Qualicum River wet site is more diverse in its material selections, and possibly 
can be considered transitional between major cultural area. These trends were recognized in earlier 
studies of basketry and statistically correlated (Croes 1977:25–31). 

Cordage  
 Northwest Coast wet site cordage is made from different plant parts that are often twisted, 
braided, or used as flat strip elements (Table 3). 
 In comparing Northwest Coast wet sites with over 500 examples of cordage (Fig. 17), 
Hoko River is distinctive because it has revealed such a high percentage of string-gauge, Sitka 
spruce-rootlet cordage (Croes 1980; Bernick 1983, 1989). The high frequency of spruce-root 
strings probably reflects, in part, their use as the sewing element in tule mats (HO-M1, Croes 
1995:136–138), which were common at Hoko River. Most likely, the mats were used as wall 
coverings for temporary fishing camp shelters. Thus, the high occurrence of spruce-root strings in 
the archaeological record appears to be due to the fact that worn-out and fragmented mats were 
discarded in the offbank area (Croes 1995:136–138, 144). 
 At Ozette, on the other hand, the most emphasis was given to the use of cedar-bough 
cordage. This, in part, may reflect the fact that large numbers of single-strand cords were used to 
hold, in a sling-fashion, the wall boards tied between the double house wall poles (Croes 1980:71–
75; Mauger 1978:96–101, 1991:103–107). 
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Fig. 15.  Definition and illustrations of the three major Northwest Coast wet site fishhook types 
recovered to date.  Type A and B illustrated by Ricky Hoff (1980:163, 166); Type C, Hillary 
Stewart (1987:89). Photo profiles are examples from the Hoko River site (Croes 1995). 
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TABLE 2.  BASKETRY MATERIALS DEFINED 
 

 
  
 At Axeti, the most emphasis was placed on the use of cedar-bark multi-strand cordage of 
several types (Croes 1980). Water Hazard and Musqueam Northeast appear to have had similar 
ratios of emphasis on cedar bark and cedar bough cordage (see Fig. 17). However, considerable 
caution must be taken regarding this pattern, because (1) the Water Hazard artifacts were 
affected by a dredging operation; therefore, it is difficult to say how fragmented the cordage 
became when redeposited (Bernick 1989), and (2) the Musqueam Northeast cedar-bark cordage 
statistics are the result of a high count of net fragments, which actually appears to represent four 
clusters, or possibly four nets (Archer and Bernick 1990:164). Therefore, these statistics should 
only be considered a reflection of general trends. 
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Fig. 16. Northwest Coast wet site basketry construction material emphases:  LA=Lachane (N=27), 
AX=Aexti (N=46), LQ=Little Qualicum River (N=18), MU=Musqueam NE (N=130), WH=Water 
Hazard (N=102), BI=Biederbost (N=41), CO=Conway (N=42), FI=Fishtown (N=12), 
QW=Qwu?gwes (N=26), HO=Hoko River (N=202), and OZ=Ozette Village (N=446) (see map, 
Fig. 1, above). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 17. Percentages of cordage construction material identified at five Northwest Coast wet sites. 
Based on over 500 examples.  
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TABLE 3. COMMON NORTHWEST COAST WET SITE CORDAGE MATERIALS  

  
 As a form of cordage, coiled strips of cherry bark binding have been found in all extensively 
excavated Northwest Coast wet sites (Fig. 18). At Qwu?gwes, and other Northwest Coast wet sites, 
these curls often occur independently, probably examples of discarded surplus from the ends of 
strips, unwound from artifacts, or stored for later use. Qwu?gwes has more cherry bark curls than all 
other Northwest coast wet sites combined, even the extensively excavated Ozette Village Wet Site 
(Fig. 18). However, few cherry bark curls were used to bind the artifacts found at Qwu?gwes. 
Therefore, it is believed that this site may have been a source for this raw material, similar to a 
quarry, where it was harvested for later use or traded elsewhere (Croes et al. 2013).   
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Fig. 18. Number of examples of Prunus emarginata strips from reported Northwest Coast wet 
sites.  Qwu?gwes has a noticeable large occurrence – possibly collected for later use or trade. 
 
  
 Biederbost, Conway, Hoko River, Ozette Village, and Qwu?gwes wet sites have examples 
of cherry bark in a functional context. Therefore, a description of their uses at those sites may help 
suggest other uses at sites such as Qwu?gwes. Ancient cherry bark strips have been found binding 
fishhook shanks at Hoko River (Croes 1995:88) and otherwise unmodified anchor stones at 
Conway (Munsell 1976:121), Hoko River (Croes 1995:177–180) and Biederbost (Nordquist 
1961:3–4, 1976:200). The most common use at Ozette Village was in the construction of the 
whale harpoon equipment (Croes 1980:149).   
 Other uses observed at Ozette Village include bindings for projectile or spear points, 
bindings for anchor stones, wrappings in lattice work, imbrications on coil basketry, and weft 
wrappings in open wrapped west coast burden baskets (Croes 1980:147–150).   
 A small toy war club, less than 5 cm long was found at Qwu?gwes. The club was 
constructed using a pebble wrapped onto the end of a cedar stick using cherry bark for binding 
(Fig. 19). If this artifact were not in a wet site, the pebble would be all that is preserved, and would 
never be recognized as an artifact (Croes et al. 2013). 
 The importance of cherry bark as a raw fiber material has not been adequately recognized 
in Northwest Coast archaeology. Hopefully this overview of cherry bark sheds some light on the 
importance of this raw material through, no doubt, a vast time period. 

Nets 
 This important fishing equipment has been found from many Northwest Coast wet sites.  
The oldest net so far dates to approximately 5,000 years old (C14 dating) from the Lanaak wet site 
(49-XPA-78) on southern Baranof Island, southeastern Alaska (Table 4, Bernick 1999) supporting 
the fact that netting is a very ancient technology along the Northwest Coast. The uses also vary 
from smaller mesh dip nets to larger web gill nets (Table 4). Qwu?gwes is the only site where big 
leaf maple bark is extensively used to make nets (Hawes 2013). 
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Fig.19. Example of a miniature toy war club from Qwu?gwes wet site (scale=cm; N19E12, 40-45, 
2007); the handle is split cedar wood, the wrapping is a cherry bark strip and the head is a green 
sedimentary pebble (Illustration by Candra Zhang, 2009). 
 
 
TABLE 4. CURRENTLY RECORDED NORTHWEST COAST WET SITE NET SUMMARY, 
OLDEST TO YOUNGEST 
 

Wet Site  Date Construction Material Ply 
Direction 

Mesh Size Proposed 
Use 

Lanaak, Baranof Island, 
SE Alaska (49XPA78) 

5,000 B.P. Picea sitchensis:  Sitka Spruce Root None-Single 
Filament 

3.5-5.0 cm Dip Net 

Hoko River (45CA213) 
NW Olympic Peninsula 

3,000 B.P. Picea sitchensis:  Sitka Spruce Splint 
Limbs 

None- Single 
Filament 

10 cm Gill Net 

Musqueam Northeast 
(DhRt4) Fraser Delta 

3,000 B.P. Thuja plicata: Western Red Cedar 
Inner Bark 

Z-ply 15 cm Gill Net 

Water Hazard (DgRs30) 
Fraser Delta 

2,000 B.P. Thuja plicata: Western Red Cedar 
Inner Bark 

S-ply 8.9 cm Gill Net 

Qwu?gwes (45TN240) 
Southern Puget Sound 

500 B.P. Acer macrophyllum: Bigleaf (or 
Broadleaf) Maple Inner Bark  

S & Z-ply 8.4 cm Gill Net and 
Dip Net 

Ozette Village (45CA24) 
NW Olympic Peninsula 

300 B.P. Picea sitchensis:  Sitka Spruce Root Z-ply 3.8 cm Dip Net 
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Northwest Coast Archaeological Plant Technology—Case Study of Salish Sea Wet 
Site Perishable Artifact Comparisons 
  
 In 2009, the name Salish Sea for the inland marine waters of British Columbia, Canada 
and Washington state, USA was officially adopted. The Salish Sea forms a single functioning 
estuarine ecosystem (previously referred to as the Georgia Basin–Puget Sound watershed; Fig. 
20). The northern Salish Sea has been the region for developing this region’s archaeological 
phases, largely through the stone, bone-antler, and shell (SB-AS) artifacts from common shell 
midden sites (Table 5). We have chosen this region for a case study comparing wood and fiber 
artifacts from wet sites in this overall region to show how these abundant perishable artifacts have 
shifted perspectives on cultural evolution in this region. 
 With the expanding excavation of Northwest Coast wet sites, we can now examine the 
technically most sensitive artifact of all—ancient basketry. In contrast to stone, bone-antler and 
shell (SB-AS) artifacts, basketry construction involves fundamental technical complexities that 
“objectify themselves in the product and are not lost in the process of making” (Weltfish 
1932:108); basketry is an additive technology not unlike ancient pottery in other parts of the 
world. As Adovasio in his North America-wide examinations of ancient basketry, mostly from dry 
cave sites, points out: 

. . . few classes of artifacts available to the archaeologist for analysis possess more 
culturally determined and still visible attributes than basketry. . . . It appears to be 
an established fact that no two populations ever manufactured their basketry in 
precisely the same fashion.  Not only is this ethnographically demonstrable, it also 
seems to be archaeologically valid as well (Adovasio 1974:102). 

 In a study of over 2,800 Northwest Coast ethnographic museum baskets, Joan Megan 
Jones statistically verified the correlation of basketry types and “tribal” groupings (1976:173).  As 
with these museum and contemporary Northwest Coast basketry traditions, these cultural 
distinctive techniques and styles no doubt have considerable time depth and can be used to 
identify the distinctive cultural styles of ancient Northwest Coast groups.  For the Salish Sea itself, 
the data reflects an outside Wakashan style versus an inside (inland sea) Coast Salish styles 
through at least 3,000 years of time. 
 Ancient basketry in the Salish Sea and surrounding areas have revealed a pattern that 
regionally cross-cuts the Phases or Culture Types established well by SB-AS artifacts: Locarno 
Beach, Marpole and Gulf/Late Phases (Fig. 21; Table 5). Possibly this is the result of different kinds 
of cultural transmission, affecting different categories of artifacts differently. We argue that SB-AS 
artifacts tend to be subsistence and manufacturing related artifacts, as are those made of wood and 
fiber, as discussed above, including fishhooks and nets (subsistence) and wooden splitting wedges 
(manufacturing). These categories of subsistence/manufacturing artifacts are probably rapidly 
dispersed through diffusion, or a process called blending/ethnogenesis (Croes 2005:231–232).   
 A good example of a wooden subsistence artifact is the self-barbed bentwood fishhooks 
with a knob leader attachment (Type B; Fig. 15). This artifact appears to cross-cut basketry style 
areas (C and A in Fig. 1) as do the SB-AS artifacts that define phase designations (see map of 
Type B bentwood fishhook distribution in Fig. 1, above; Croes 1997). Therefore, not unlike SB-
AS subsistence artifacts, this Type B wooden fishhook blends through diffusion across the region 
and through time. In fact, this fishhook type, no longer seen into the historic period in the Salish 
Sea region, appears to continue in use on the historic North Coast Tlingit-Haida areas as the main 
cod-fishing hook (Stewart 1982; Croes 1997).  
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Fig. 20.  Map of the Salish Sea, showing locations of different contact-period ethnographic groups 
in this largely Coast Salish region (outlined in white), and the locations of  wet/waterlogged sites 
artifacts (base map courtesy Stefan Freelan, 2009).          
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TABLE 5. EXAMPLES OF PROPOSED SUBSISTENCE, MANUFACTURE, AND CONTAINER/ 
LINES ARTIFACTS FOUND IN ASSOCIATION WITH SALISH SEA PHASES DEFINED 
MOSTLY IN THE GULF OF GEORGIA REGION1 

 

Phase/Culture Type                                       Artifacts Represented 
Locarno Beach   

Subsistence 

medium-sized flaked points; quartz crystal microblades & microcores; flaked slate/schist; 
microflakes made with bipolar flaking technique [Wet (H):  hafted in split cedar handles as 
fish fillet knives]; large faceted ground slate points; ground slate knives; many quartz crystal 
microblades [Wet (H): end hafted on split cedar handle]; grooved and notched sinkers; [Wet 
(H,M): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers]; handstone and grinding slabs; unilaterally and 
bilaterally barbed antler antler points; [Wet (H): unilaterally barbed wooden points with line 
guards]; antler toggling harpoon heads; antler harpoon foreshafts; [Wet (H, M): Fiber gill 
nets], [Wet (H): wooden shanked fishhooks, Types A and B, Fig. 15] 

Manufacturing small, well-made ground stone celts; [Wet (H, M): wooden splitting wedges]; heavy bone wedges; 
antler wedges; mussel celts; sandstone abraders; [Wet (H): wooden tule mat creaser] 

Fiber Containers/Lines 
[Wet (H, M): baskets (numerous types), cedar and tule mats, tumpline straps, hats; 
ropes, cords and strings] 

Other ground stone and coal labrets; [Wet (H): decorated wooden blanket or hair pin] 
Marpole   

Subsistence 

flaked stone points in a number of forms; microblades and microcores; large leaf-
shapped and smaller triangular ground slate points; thin ground slate knives; handstones 
and grinding slabs; barbed, nontoggling antler harpoon points with a tang, lineguard or 
line hole, most unilaterally barbed;  [Wet (W, B): wooden shanked fishhooks, Type  B, 
Fig. 15] [Wet (B): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers]; [Wet (W): Fiber gill nets] 

Manufacturing 
ground stone celts; [Wet (W, B): wooden splitting wedges]; antler wedges; antler sleeve 
hafts; stone hand mauls, with nipple or decorated top; sandstone abraders; sectioned 
and split bone awls 

Fiber Containers/Lines 
 [Wet (W, B): baskets (numerous types), cedar mats, tumpline straps; ropes, cords and 
strings] 

Other 
disk beads of shale or clamshell; ground stone labrets; stone sculptures, including 
decorated bowls, seated human figures  

Gulf/Late Phase   

Subsistence 

small, triangular flaked basalt points; thin triangular ground slate points; thin ground 
slate knives; unilaterally barbed bone points; bone single-points and bipoints; [Wet (O): 
bone bipoints in wood shanked fishhooks];  antler composite toggling harpoon valves; 
ground sea mussel shell points; [Wet (O, Q): Fiber dip and gill nets], [Wet (O, Q): 
wooden shanked fishhooks]; [Wet (C, O): cherry bark wrapped stone sinkers] 

Manufacturing large ground stone celts, sandstone abraders; flat-topped stone hand mauls; split and 
sectioned bone awls;  [Wet (O, C, F, Q): wooden splitting wedges]; antler wedges  

Fiber Containers/Lines 
[Wet (O, C, F, Q): baskets (numerous types), cradles, cedar and tule mats, tumpline 
straps, hats; ropes, cords and strings], 

Other decorated antler combs; decorated bone blanket or hair pins 
  

 

1  Source  for  stone, bone-antler, shell (sb-as) artifact  types:  Mitchell  (1990:340-348). Wet  site  abbreviations:   
  h: Hoko; m: Musqueam ne; w: Water hazard; b: Biederbost; c: Conway; f: Fishtown; q: Qwu?gwes; o: Ozette.
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 A second example of broad diffusion/blending distribution is the wooden splitting wedge with 
rope collar, a manufacturing artifact. This type of collared wooden splitting wedge tool is found in all 
Northwest Coast wet sites for at least 10,700 years, as seen at the oldest known aquifer wet site, Kilgii 
Gwaay on southern Queen Charlotte Island, B.C. (Fedje and Mathewes 2005:198–203). This 
manufacturing artifact certainly demonstrates the success and longevity of this woodworking 
technology and how it was shared through time and space on the ancient Northwest Coast.  
 Basketry is often considered a container category of artifact, and, as with ceramics in the 
Southwest, can be made with a wide variety of techniques that can reflect emblemic styles—reflecting 
culturally who the makers represent (Wiessner 1983). Technically basketry is so diverse, through both 
weaving and sewing techniques, that in manufacturing techniques can be used for family and 
community cultural identity. The methods are often guarded in ther cultural transmission through a 
process called branching/phylogenesis (Croes 2005:232–233). In this branching/phylogenesis process: 

the similarities and differences among cultures are the result of a combination of 
predominately within-group information transmission and population fissioning. The 
strong version of the hypothesis suggests that ‘Transmission Isolating Mechanisms’ 
(TRIMS) (Durham 1992) impedes the transmission of cultural elements [considered 
basketry elements/styles here] among contemporaneous communities. (Collard, 
Shennan and Tehrani 2006) 

 A graphical representation of the way we perceive the processes of blending/ethnogensis and 
branching/phylogenesis is provided in Fig. 21. The newly analyzed ancient basketry tends to be 
guarded by communities/families and branches between regions through time as a form of emblemic 
styles or identity (Croes 2012a). Blending/ethnogenesis processes are proposed to define ancient 
Salish Sea Phases—Locarno Beach, Marpole, Gulf/Late—through rapid diffusion of good ideas for 
subsistence and manufacturing artifacts, whether wood/fiber or SB-AS varieties. Also these Salish Sea 
archaeological phases have been characterized as economic stages and/or plateaus that all Salish Sea 
area groups went through, reflected in the subsistence and manufacturing artifacts shared across the 
region (Croes and Hackenberger 1988).  
  To demonstrate statistically how these ancient Northwest Coast basketry technologies have 
shown these branching patterns in the Salish Sea region, we have carefully defined and compared their 
(a) modes or attributes, (b) types or classes, and (c) functional categories to show how they reflect 
potential emblemic sensitivity (Croes 1975, 1977, 1989, 1992a, 1992b, 1995, 2005). Eighty four 
distinct basketry modes or attributes systematically derived from the character dimensions of basketry 
construction materials, shapes, construction techniques, selvages, gauge of weave, size and surface 
ornamentation were compared individually among the twelve major Northwest Coast wet sites, nine 
or 75% of which are within the core Salish Sea region (Figs. 1 and 20).  
 Initial studies focused on using cluster analyses to measure degrees of similarity. Recent 
studies have used cladistic analyses, which more specifically define phylogenetic relationship in terms 
of relative recency of common ancestry. Ultimately, cladistic analysis seeks to find a special similarity 
rather than overall similarities. 
 The earlier resulting site average linkage clusters are regional, even though spatial and/or 
temporal considerations are not introduced as factors in the testing (Croes 2005; Fig. 22). The 
similarity coefficient between the regionally close Hoko River and Ozette (A cluster) is not as strong 
as between the temporally closer Musqueam Northeast, Water Hazard and Biederbost (3–2000 B.P., 
C1 cluster), or Qwu?gwes, Conway, and Fishtown (1000 B.P., C2 cluster) sites, but the A cluster 
similarity distance can be explained by (a) 2,500-year temporal distance and (b) the fact that the Ozette 
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collection represents a primary deposition, containing an entire winter village house assemblage 
preserved under a massive mudslide, whereas the Hoko deposits are secondary, being discarded, 
typically broken examples from along a fishing camp beach.  Therefore, as expected, Ozette has a 
much wider variety of available “household” basketry, making this clustering worthy of note. 
 The same presence/absence data was used to conduct the cladistic statistical analyses.  
However, these tests explore exclusive common ancestry as indicated by evolutionarily novel or 
derived character states. The resulting unrooted cladogram shows a similar and complimentary pattern 
to the average linkage cluster analyses, additionally supporting the cultural connections of basketry 
styles through time and space of these Northwest Coast sites (Fig. 23). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 21.  Idealized example of how artifact categories (especially subsistence and manufacturing) may 
be shared across the region through blending/ethnogenesis, largely through rapid diffusion during 
economic shifts (or stages; also see Croes and Hackenberger 1988), and how proposed emblemic 
basketry artifacts branch through the region through guarding of techniques that reflect cultural 
identity through branching/phylogenesis. 
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Fig. 22. Dendrogram representing an average linkage cluster analysis of Northwest Coast wet site 
basketry attributes (modes) on a matrix of Jaccard's Coefficient (degrees of similarity: 1=complete 
similarity, 0=no similarity). Data as of 2012, using current Hoko River and Qwu?gwes data and 
Bernick (1983, 1989); see Fig. 1 for site locations. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 23. Unrooted tree diagram based on PAUP software—Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony—
statistical test of Northwest Coast wet site basketry attributes (modes). Data as of 2012 using current 
Hoko River and Qwu?gwes data and Bernick 1983, 1989; see Fig. 1 for site locations). From this data 
and results we would propose that ancient Coast Salish basketry is represented for 3,000 years from 
sites in Area C (C1 sites: 2000–3000 years ago, C2 sites: 500–1000 years ago) and propose the top end 
branch is representing Wakashan basketry sites for 3,000 years in Area A. For additional details and 
discussion of all the sites and analysis, see Croes, Kelly, and Collard (2005:137–149).  
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 The association of sites in both statistical tests of Musqueam Northeast—Water Hazard—
Biederbost  (C1 cluster; a spatial spread of 125 miles as the crow flies, and further spatial spread than 
between Musqueam and Hoko (about 100 miles)), and the Conway—Fishtown—Qwu?gwes (C2 
cluster; with a 125 mile spread) basketry modes is particularly tight and is proposed to represent a Gulf 
of Georgia/Puget Sound (main reach of Salish Sea) inland sea Coast Salishan stylistic region (Fig. 24, 
cluster C) (Croes 1977:195–199).  
 
 

 
Fig. 24.  Slanted cladistic analysis cladogram derived from Gulf of Georgia-Puget Sound wet site 
basketry attributes (modes) creating a phylogenesis tree of Coast Salish basketry style and proposed 
ethnic linguistic inter-connections in the heart of the inside Salish Sea for 3,000 years (based on PAUP 
software). See this as Area C in Fig. 23. 
 
  
 The pattern of branching basketry style continuity on the Northwest Coast, and especially the 
Salish Sea case study, can be graphically depicted through time and space and reflects how these 
artifact styles cross-cut through for at least 3,000 years the phases defined by SB-AS artifact types, 
mostly associated with subsistence and manufacturing tasks (Fig. 25).  
 A good example of likely embleic style differences at contemporary, 3,000 year B.P., 
Musqueam Northeast and Hoko River wet sites are the common pack baskets at each fishing camp. 
The carrying or burden basket comprise of over 50% of all baskets at each site (Croes 2005:239); 
however, the weave on the bottom and body, and the handle and tumpline attachments on these 
baskets were distinctly different at each site (Fig. 26). Although the burden basket is quite common at 
each of the 3,000 year old wet sites, they are very different in technology and style—but no doubt 
equally efficient as carrying or burden baskets. At this 3,000 year old time period we would suggest 
that someone seeing one of these baskets, and possibly a person carrying one, would identify the 
basket and carrier as an outside West Coast or inside Salish Sea person. Alternatively, if one saw a 
basket load of some product in one of these baskets, they would know its origin. Because of the 
continuity of styles through time on the outside West Coast and inside Salish Sea, one potentially may 
also be able to recognize that the person was ancestral Makah or Coast Salish too. 
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Fig. 25.  Hypothetical branching stylistic/ethnic phylogenetic continuity patterns, based on basketry 
artifact analyses which cross-cut ethnogenetic phase designations based on Central Coast SB-AS 
artifacts (for site abbreviations, see Fig. 1; also, for a different rendition of the Coast Salish continuity 
see Fig. 24). Note: when looking at only SB-AS artifacts from Ozette, it reflects the Gulf of Georgia 
Phase, though clearly Makah in perishable artifacts from the wet site (see Croes, Kelly and Collard 
2005:141–154). 

 
Conclusion 

 Wet site paleoethnobotanical research has broad potential for learning about the wood and fiber 
technologies used by ancient- and contact-period people on the Northwest Coast. Using preliminary 
case studies that focused on micro- and macro-floral identifications and technological comparisons 
through time and space, a framework has been developed for use of these materials throughout the 
Salish Sea.  Major artifact categories used to develop this framework include subsistence (e.g., 
wooden shank fishhooks and nets), manufacture (e.g., wooden wedges, wood chip debitage and 
basketry element debitage), containers (e.g., basketry and wooden boxes/bowls), and tying (e.g., 
cordage and binding elements). Given that wood and fiber materials comprised perhaps as much as 
90% of the material culture in a pre-contact community, evidence from wet sites reveals technological 
complexity that can be used to better explain defined archaeological phases as economic stages that 
are cross-cut through time by the branching basketry styles that better reflect cultural identity. 
Together non-perishable and wet site perishable artifacts have great potential for developing holistic 
views of the overall ancient cultural dynamics from this distinct Northwest Coast region. 
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Fig. 26. Definitions of the common pack basket types from the contemporary 3,000 year old Hoko 
River and Musqueam Northeast sites (Croes 1977, 1995). 
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contracting company, Pacific Northwest Archaeological Services that specializes in wet site 
excavation and wood/fiber conservation and cellular ID. 

 

Kathleen Hawes is currently the Assistant Director of Pacific Northwest Archaeological Services 
(PNWAS), and has seven years of archaeological experience,  receiving her Bachelor's Degree in 
Archaeology and Paleoethnbotany from the Evergreen State College and Cultural Resource 
Certifications in Archaeology and Museum Studies from South Puget Sound Community College 
(SPSCC) in 2009. She has participated in several projects and surveys in the region in consultation 
with Tribes of the Quileute, Lower Elwha, Quinault, Skokomish, Chehalis and Nisqually. Her 
specialties include wet-site archaeology, conservation of wooden artifacts, and microscopic 
identification of wood/fiber and charcoal from archaeological sites.     
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